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a message to our members

At press time, travel restrictions as a result of COVID-19 were still in place for many countries around the world, including Canada.
Travel is important for so many of us, even when it's just an idea. This is why we're considering all travel stories in this issue as
inspiration, to help you dream now for when we can all travel again later.
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a message from CAA
.

T

HE WINTER HAS
ME THINKING ABOUT

just how much
we are creatures of habit.
Our routines give our days
a predictable level of
comfort, from the ritual
of starting the morning
with a steaming hot cup of
coffee to ending it curled
up by the fireplace.
But rather than giving
us contentment, some
routines can deliver the

HOW TO REACH US
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membership@caaneo.on.ca

@caa_neo

@CAANEO

when I started working for
CAA’s national office many
moons ago. All it took was
a tip from my friend and
colleague Matthew Turack,
who is now president of
CAA Insurance, and I was on
my way to saving more than
a thousand bucks a year.
In your downtime this
winter, get to know CAA a
little better. A small effort
will go a long way to saving
you money and helping
you maximize all that your
Membership can do for you.
To learn more about your
favourite auto club, turn to
page 43 and take our fun quiz
(“How CAA-Savvy Are You?”).
This season, as you
hunker down to enjoy
your creature comforts, I
hope you find the willpower
to shake things up in
ways that can make life a
little sweeter for you and
your family.
Sincerely,

Jeff Walker
President & CEO,
CAA North and East Ontario

DRIVING LESS THESE DAYS?
If you’re driving less than
9,000 kilometres per year,
consider purchasing auto
insurance only for the
distance you need—with
CAA MyPace™
. Find out more
at caaneo.ca/insurance/
caa-mypace.

facebook.com/CAANEO

PHOTOGRAPHY HOLLY MANDARICH/UNSPLASH

SHAKING UP
THE ROUTINE

opposite, creating boredom
or even complacency. I’m
thinking of those habits
we adopt out of simple
inertia—continuing to do
things the way they’ve
always been done because,
well, it’s easier that way.
Sometimes, our routines
need a little shake-up, and
putting in extra effort now
can pay big returns later.
A few weeks ago, my good
friend Eric stopped by my
place with a six-pack of
beer. “What’s this, a welcome
gift?” I asked him. “No, this
is a thank you gift. You just
saved me $1,200,” he said,
before explaining that he
had finally taken me up on
my suggestion to call CAA
Home and Auto Insurance to
see how much he could save
on his policies. He proceeded
to tell me about how he
finally listened to my
advice and made the call
to CAA Insurance.
After switching his
home and car policies
over to CAA and insuring
his second car with CAA
MyPace (our new payas-you-go car insurance
program), Eric saved so
much that he just wished
he’d done it sooner.
“That’s great,” I said,
“but based on what you
just told me, I think at least
another six-pack is in order!”
In truth, though, it
always feels good to help
your friends out—and that’s
thanks enough for me.
Like Eric, I had no idea
what CAA Insurance could
do for a household budget

caaneo.ca
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HAVE YOUR SAY

Readers let us know what we’re doing right—and where there’s room to improve

about helpful CAA travel agents (fall
2020) who assisted clients in their
efforts to return home to Canada when
Covid-19 was becoming a serious threat.
We were in Florida at the time and
not scheduled to return home until
April. With case numbers rising and
the government urging Canadians to
come home immediately, we tried to
reach Air Canada to change our flight,
but they were receiving so many calls
that we weren’t even put on hold.
Fortunately we had booked through
our local CAA Store, and I was able to
contact our agent, Diana Godin. She was
so helpful in getting our flight changed
and our seats assigned together, after
Air Canada had placed us far apart.
Once we arrived home and went into
quarantine, Diana even asked us if she
could pick up any groceries if we had
no one to do our shopping for us. How
could anyone have a better travel agent!
If and when we can travel again, we
will always use CAA and Diana.
–Linda Robb and Helen Huget
I WOULD NOT DREAM of setting off on

a trip without my CAA Membership
paid in full and membership card
tucked in with my travel documents.
It’s like guaranteeing you have a
friend in every city and your own
private travel adviser. The first
time I signed up was in 1972 when
I was leaving on a six month North
American odyssey in a Volkswagen
camper. My membership was handy

–Glenna Morrison

ANDREW RAVEN’S ARTICLE (“Price
Range,” fall 2020) regarding the
price of three electric vehicles was
incomplete. I want to know the range
of each vehicle after three years.
Also what are the trade-in values of
each after three years, and what is
the cost of a replacement battery?
I expected better from an
auto authority such as yourselves.
Nevertheless, I do like reading
CAA Magazine.

–Paul Meleta
Dear Paul,

JUST A QUICK NOTE to tell you how
much I enjoyed reading Matt Bubbers’
article (“At the Limit,” fall 2020). Unlike
so many of the magazine’s articles, this
one ran to three pages and was both
historical and safety-related. I loved
the details about original automobile
licencing in Ontario and speed limit
changes over the past century in
Ontario and elsewhere in Canada,
while the studies cited on crashes
and the revelation of methodologies
used to determine “best” maximum
speeds under optimal conditions were
very informative.

–Bernard Katz

We didn’t include the information
about range loss as that’s not something
that manufacturers make available.
The trade-in values are difficult to
estimate as EVs are subject to many
variables because the technology is
constantly improving, rendering older
models obsolete in some cases. We
can say that cars with longer ranges
don’t depreciate as much. The cost of
replacing a battery isn’t an easy answer
either, as it will depend which model
year you have.
–CAA Magazine

CORRECTION
In “Shop Talk” (fall 2020), we said
a voltmeter should be used to
determine the cause of a parasititc
draw. A few Members wrote in
to point out our mistake. An
ammeter (or multi-meter set in
the amp mode) should be used.
CAA Magazine regrets the error.

Do you have something to share? Send a letter to caamagazine.ca@caasco.ca and you could be featured in an upcoming issue.
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*Letters have been edited for clarity and length

I ENJOYED THE RECENT STORIES

in Laredo, Texas, when we needed
insurance and travel advice before
entering Mexico.
In 2001, a tire blew on my rental
car in County Down, Ireland. I
telephoned the international phone
number on the back of my CAA
Membership card and a lovely man
from the RAA in Belfast came to
my rescue, changed the tire and
directed me to a local garage that
would fix the flat. That was service!
Over the years, my membership
has started my cars when batteries
died in the driveway, on the highway
or even when stranded in the
middle of a blizzard. I will repeat
where I started: I would not dream
of setting off on a trip without my
CAA Membership. I consider it my
peace of mind behind the wheel.

Travel / Auto / People / Leisure

PAWS
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS

PHOTOGRAPHY
PHOTOGRAPHYTKTK
JURI POZZI/STOCKSY UNITED

Ensure the season is
merry and safe for your
four-legged family members
with our holiday tips.
See page 6.
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HOLIDAY TIPS

PET
PROJECT

How to keep furry friends safe
and happy over the holidays
–Kendra Jackson
THIS HOLIDAY SEASON MIGHT

look different from years past,
but it’s still important to keep the
health and safety of our furry
family members in mind. From
holiday decorations to foods
that shouldn’t be shared, here are
some ways to safeguard pets.

Pet-proof decor

Mind the plants

Off the menu

Personal space

While trimming the tree with sparkly tinsel
and baubles creates a festive atmosphere,
such ornaments can be tempting for pets
and should be avoided or hung out of reach.
If ingested, tinsel, ribbons and bows can
cause blockages in a pet’s digestive tract,
leading to illness, and ornaments knocked
by swatting paws or wagging tails could shatter,
with the broken glass becoming a hazard
to paw pads and a fatal threat if swallowed.
Anchoring the tree to the wall or ceiling
via fishing wire will help keep it from
falling over if your kitty is a climber or your
dog tends to be rambunctious.

While beautiful,
seasonal greenery
like poinsettias,
amaryllis (above),
mistletoe, lilies
and holly are toxic
to animals. It’s best
to display them
on upper shelves
and mantels,
where even
the nimblest of
explorers can’t
get to them.

Tucking into a plate
heaped with sweet and
savoury goodies is a large
part of holiday gatherings,
but our furry friends
shouldn’t be invited to the
table. Human foods like
chocolate, onions, garlic,
grapes, raisins, raw meat
and some nuts can lead to
serious illness if consumed
by both cats and dogs.
Make sure all humans know
these house rules.

Hosting a dinner party
or small gathering is a
great way to spend time with
family and friends, but for
some pets it can be cause
for anxiety. Be sure to
set up a special safe zone:
designate a pet-only room,
one with a door that can
be closed, or place a
box with a blanket and
some favourite toys in an
area of the house where
visitors won’t wander.

GET MORE WITH CAA
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Looking for supplies? Ren’s Pets has you covered with treats, leashes, crates and more. Even better,
CAA Members can save up to $10 off online. Visit caaneo.ca/rewards for more details.

ASK AN EXPERT

SHOP
TALK

PHOTOGRAPHY [HOLDING PUP] EVIL PIXELS PHOTOGRAPHY/STOCKSY UNITED; [TREE] DML5050, [AMARYLLIS] SWETTA, [CHOCOLATE] MALLIVAN, [KITTENS] VOREN1, ALL ISTOCK.COM;
[MAKING SNOWMAN] EVGENIJ YULKIN/STOCKSY UNITED. ILLUSTRATION ARTHUR MOUNT

CAA auto expert
Michael Schmidt
answers your questions
I own a 2010 Honda Civic
coupe, which I purchased
new. Over the past 6 to
12 months the paint on
the roof and front hood
has been deteriorating.
Other than having my
vehicle repainted is there
anything I can do?
–William McDonald
A: It sounds like the problem has
to do with the clear coat on top
of the paint, which is essentially
a layer of protection for the
paint. Avoiding harsh waxes, not
washing the car as often, keeping
the vehicle out of the sun and
avoiding bird droppings will help
decelerate the oxidation process.
Ultimately re-painting is the
only permanent repair.

My 2006 Hyundai Sonata
sometimes does not start
when in park during
hot weather but it will if
I shift to “neutral.” What
causes this, and does it do
any damage to the car?
–Jenny Saint
A: It sounds like you may have
an issue with the shift interlock
located in the shifter column.
This needs to be engaged in
order for the vehicle to start in
park. The other component that
communicates with this system
is the brake switch. The interlock
will engage once the brakes are
pushed when starting the vehicle.
I would recommend consulting
your local repair shop and have
them look at this system.
A failure within these systems
generally trips a fault code in
the vehicles’s computer.

SEND YOUR CAR QUESTIONS TO
caamagazine@contentlabs.ca

WELLNESS

Work It
Joanna Marra, CAA Club Group’s Wellness Consultant, shares tips
to stay active during the deep freeze –Beverley Ann D’Cruz
HATE WINTER? LOVE WINTER? Whichever camp you fall into,
Marra has plenty of ideas that will keep you moving, from the great outdoors
to the warm confines of your living room.

Get Outside

Stay Indoors

Keep Going

Skiing, ice skating, playing
hockey—participating in
winter sports is a smart
trade for a sweat session.
“Shovelling the driveway
isn’t exciting, but it is a
good workout,” adds Marra.
(Go to page 13 for our
shovelling tips.) “Hiking is
also beautiful during winter,
or get a similar workout
from walking your dog.” Join
your kids in building snow
people, making snow angels
or having a snowball fight.
“You’ll be burning calories
while having a fun time.”

With Covid-19, many
Canadians found a new fitness
groove with home workouts.
“Keep that going in winter,”
Marra says. Aside from cardio
and weight training, she
suggests varying activities to
keep exercising fresh. “Give
yoga a shot, because it’s
calming and you don’t need
any special equipment,” she
says. “Pilates is also great.”

If hibernation mode
is making movement
difficult, tap your inner
circle to keep you
accountable. “Share
your fitness goal with
your support system
and schedule daily touch
points or create challenges,”
she says. “Write down
why you want to live
a healthier lifestyle.
Journalling can help
you stay motivated.”

Choose a jacket, pants and
boots that are appropriate
for the weather conditions.
“Make sure you are
well layered and are able
to maintain your body
temperature,” Marra says.

If you’re itching to be
back in the gym but are still
wary of using public spaces,
consider purchasing a few
pieces of fitness equipment,
like a set of dumbbells, a
resistance band and mat for
home use. “You can get a full
body workout with just these
three multipurpose items,
and they don’t take up a lot
of space,” she says.

EARN MORE
If you’re looking for fitness
gear and apparel, shop online
at caaneo.ca/shoponline
and earn 5% in CAA Dollars
from PRFO Sports and Well.ca.

WINTER 2020
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Wrapper’s Delight
Don’t let an oddly shaped gift take the fun out of your wrapping session.
We rounded up a few pro tips to make presents of all shapes and sizes—which can all be
purchased from CAA Rewards partners—look irresistible. —Anna-Kaisa Walker
BOW BIG OR GO HOME
1.

If wrapping, boxing or bagging a large or unwieldy gift
seems impossible, there’s nothing wrong with decorating
it with a bow and calling it a day. “Wrapping gifts is supposed
to be fun,” vanGerwen says. “It’s totally fine to let a bike
[like one from PRFO Sports] be a bike under the tree.” The caveat:
make sure your bow is proportionately big, so that it doesn’t
look small on a large gift. “Most ribbon doesn’t come in widths
of more than four or six inches, so you may need to get creative
with fabric,” vanGerwen says. “The easiest is tulle netting. It’s
inexpensive and has enough stiffness to it that you could be
the worst at tying bows and still get a nice shape.”

2.

THE PAPER CHASE
When you’re wrapping a gift with an irregular shape—like a
two-foot-tall dollhouse from Indigo—the quality of your paper can make
or break your wrapping job, says gift stylist Corinna vanGerwen.
“Those inexpensive rolls of thin paper tear too easily around corners, but
paper that’s too thick is also harder to fold and crease properly,” she says.
Go for a midweight paper. An economical option can be found at the post
office: brown kraft paper, which you can decorate if you’re feeling creative.
Working with one long continuous piece from your roll, begin draping
the paper over the form and see where it naturally falls. “Let the paper
dictate the shape and the placement of the creases,” vanGerwen says.
“Take your time and experiment, and don’t use too much tape.
You want the recipient to still be able to get into it.”

SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED
A tried-and-true technique for wrapping small but awkward shapes—like face and body highlighter from NYX or work gloves from
NAPA Auto Parts—is to create an envelope from gift paper, vanGerwen says. “When a gift is just a small token, putting it in a box or a bag
makes it seem like more than it is,” she says. Take a rectangular piece of paper just wide enough to wrap around the item with a small overlap.
Setting the gift aside for now, create a flat envelope shape by neatly folding the long sides together and taping, then closing one open
end by folding the corners inward, then folding over again. Slide the item inside, close the other end, and that’s a wrap!

1.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Your Car
Has a
Higher
Calling.
Donate any make, model or
year of any car, truck or van.
AUTOMOTIVE TIPS

Snowmobiling 101
Everything a new snowmobiler needs to
know—before hitting the trails. –Matthew Guy

ILLUSTRATION CINDY LUBINIC. PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF SKI-DOO

HOW TO CHOOSE A SLED
If your plans include hitting wellgroomed trails with a riding buddy, try
a touring sled like the 2021 Yamaha
Venture. Such luxury features as an
electric starter, heated hand grips and
ample storage make touring sleds a
great choice. The Venture’s passenger
seat has an adjustable backrest that
allows two to ride in comfort.
If you’re looking for speed, wide-eyed
performance machines, such as the
Ski-Doo 2021 MXZ, offer sharp handling
and more horsepower than some cars.
Their hair-trigger throttles deliver bursts
of speed and put a priority on flattening
corners rather than bumps. While
they have fewer creature comforts,
they’re a lot of fun.
In between these two extremes
are crossover sleds like the Polaris
Switchback. They combine much of the
power found in a performance machine
with many of the luxuries found in a
touring model. This adds weight but also
provides greater day-to-day livability.
You’ll find storage, wind-deflecting
shields and a go-anywhere versatility
to tackle most trails.

GEAR GUIDE
A proper fitting helmet is key.
A lid that’s too big or small will be

INSURE YOUR RIDE

uncomfortable and won’t provide
adequate protection. Full-face helmets
are popular thanks to their ability to
deflect frigid winter air. Consider an
anti-fog visor for convenience. And
while expensive, auto-darkening (or
photochromic) visors make riding in
sunny weather a treat.
Proper clothing immensely
improves the experience. Single-piece
snowsuits are great for sealing out
the cold but can be a hassle to remove
when you stop for lunch. As with other
outdoor winter activities, dress in layers
and invest in a good pair of boots.

FAST, FREE TOWING
Within 48 hours.

VALUABLE TAX RECEIPT
$300 minimum.

A GREAT FEELING
You’re improving the lives of
people with kidney disease.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Regulations vary by province, but in
general, a snowmobile needs to be
registered and insured just like the
family SUV if you plan to take it on
public trails. In Ontario, mandatory
third-party liability coverage is required.
Be sure to register your new
snowmobile with the Ministry of
Transportation to receive a number
decal that will be placed on your
sled. In most provinces, riders over
the age of 16 simply need a standard
driver’s licence or motorized
snow vehicle operator’s licence
to operate a snowmobile on
approved public lands.

CAA Insurance offers coverage for snowmobiles,
trailers, motorhomes, and campers. Call 1-877-222-1717
or visit caaneo.ca/insurance for more information.

kidneycar.ca
1 866 788 2277
*Service may not be available
in all geographical areas.

WINTER 2020
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TRAVEL TIPS

ASK A TRAVEL
CONSULTANT
Arthur Auyeung, a CAA Travel
Consultant with nine years experience,
answers frequently asked questions
from Members about travelling during
Covid-19. –Linda Luong Luck

The Canadian government
currently has a travel
advisory for essential
travel only. What does
this encompass?

Between Canada and the
U.S., that could include
individuals travelling
for medical purposes or
to attend educational
institutions and those
travelling for work, such as
farmers and truck drivers.
But being exempt from
border restrictions doesn’t
mean being exempt from
other requirements, such
as mandatory quarantine.
Where can Canadians
travel to currently?

Internationally, many
destinations are now
welcoming Canadian
travellers, including
Jamaica, France, Portugal
and Germany. Some
destinations may request
a negative Covid-19 test.
Within Canada, Ontario
residents can travel to

START PLANNING
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British Columbia, Alberta,
Saskatchewan and Quebec
with minimal restrictions.
There are, however,
restrictions for travel to
Manitoba, Nova Scotia and
the Yukon, and no travel
at all to Prince Edward
Island, New Brunswick,
Newfoundland and
Labrador, Nunavut and
the Northwest Territories.
Atlantic residents are able
to travel between their
provinces without the
isolation requirement, but
must prove residency.
Are there specific places
or types of travel to avoid
at this time?

The Government of Canada
recommends Canadians to
avoid all non-essential travel
outside of Canada and all
cruise ship travel, so if you
wanted to travel, your best
options will be exploring
Canada. Many cruise lines
have suspended operations
until late 2020. If you do

decide to travel, it is key to
understand any restrictions
and risks. It is important to
make an informed decision
based on the available
information.
What are some new
travel protocols?

• Mandatory health
screenings at airports

conditions can change
between the time you
book and your departure.
Travellers should also have a
plan in case they are forced
to stay at their destination
longer than expected.
What are your packing
recommendations when
travelling during Covid-19?

• Masks required at
airports and onboard
planes and trains

• A comfortable and
durable mask

• New solutions to
limit contact, such as
touch-free bag drops
and virtual check-in

• Sanitizing wipes

What are some
precautions travellers
should consider?

Keep updated on the latest
travel advisories provided by
the Canadian government.
Our consultants will always
inform you of any advisories
at the time of booking,
but we recommend you
check shortly before you
leave as safety and security

• Hand sanitizer
• A supply of any
prescription medications
—travellers would
normally be allowed to
bring only the amount
required for the number
of days they are away, but
with the possibility
of delays, it’s important
to have an extra supply
How far in advance
should a trip be booked?

Even with the uncertainty
of Covid-19, you should still

Ready to explore Canada or beyond? Speak with a trusted CAA Travel Consultant at 1-800-267-8713 or go
to bookcaa.ca to start planning! Visit your nearest CAA Store for expert advice, plus pick up face masks, new
luggage, passport photos, and more!

PROTECT YOUR VACATION
Ensure your holiday plans are
worry-free with travel insurance.
Visit caaneo.ca/insurance to
explore your coverage options
and to get a quote.

book your trip as early as possible.
Should the situation improve, we
can expect a surge in demand,
which may mean price increases
and limited availability, especially
for high-traffic times, such as
during the Christmas holidays.
But be aware that some airlines
are offering vouchers rather than
a complete refund if you need to
change your travel plans.

Breathtaking
This is Niagara Falls!
We’re as close as it gets...
99

One night from $ *PP/DB includes a beautifully appointed room, a
Romantic Fallsview Dinner for two high atop the Skylon Tower Revolving Dining
Room, breakfast for two in Coco’s Restaurant at Holiday Inn, a Niagara wine tasting
at Inniskillin Estate, full use of Nordic Spa and more! **
• Really Get Close... Two-Night Breakation Package... From $170* PP/DB.
• Ask about our super Niagara Attractions Package.
Call Now!
1-800-263-9393

How can travellers
safeguard their trips?

We always recommend purchasing
travel insurance, but it’s important

holidayinnniagarafalls.com

or contact CAA at
Niagara Falls, Canada

1-800-992-8143

*Rates per person double occupancy. Prices valid Sun. – Thurs. Holidays, weekends higher. Free parking. Taxes and fees extra.
All rates in Canadian dollars. Rates higher after May 15th 2021. Child add-ons, whirlpool suites, gift certificates available.
**Subject to the guidelines set by the government. Visit www.holidayinnniagarafalls.com for details.

Keep updated on
the latest travel
advisories provided
by the Canadian
government.

PHOTOGRAPHY IVAN GENER/STOCKSY UNITED

to understand that if there is a
global travel advisory in place,
Covid-19-related claims will not
be eligible for coverage. Claims
unrelated to Covid-19 however
will be eligible for coverage.

Front Row Seats
at Niagara’s
Boutique Hotel
Niagara’s Boutique Hotel is only steps from the Falls. Quality Inn Fallsview Cascade is next to the
famous Skylon Tower and across from Fallsview Casino. Featuring luxurious designer guest rooms
and lavish bathrooms. Plus select awesome Fallsview rooms.

What are some travel trends
you are seeing emerge as a
result of Covid-19?

$169* per person/dbl.occ. Includes 2 nights
Two-Night Super Dining Package from just $159*
accommodations, 2 full breakfasts and 2 delicious dinners. One dinner is high atop the Skylon
Revolving Dining Room overlooking the Falls and the other superb dinner is at Coco’s Steakhouse.**

Many Canadians are choosing
to travel domestically due to
Covid-19, such as RV rentals with
our new partner CanaDream, road
trips within Ontario and visits to
cottage country.

Two-Night Top Attractions Package. Includes many of Niagara’s favourite attractions and superb
accommodations. Call us for the best available pricing!

At press time, these were the current
travel restrictions and guidelines, which are
subject to change. Visit canada.ca for the
most up-to-date information.

Niagara’s Best Value Packages! Call today for the best deals in town!

1-800-663-3301
qualityhotelfallsview.com
Or Contact CAA at 1-800-992-8143
*Rates per person double occupancy. Prices valid Sun. to Thurs. Holidays, weekends higher.
Taxes and fees extra. Free parking. Rates higher after May 15th 2021. Also available child add-ons, whirlpool suites.
**Subject to the guidelines set by the government.
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DESTINATIONS

Great
Escape
Delve into faraway
worlds just by turning
a page. No passport
needed. –Karan Smith
WITH THE DREARY DAYS

of winter upon us, explore
the history, culture and
food of other nations
through these travel books
that transport us to another
time and place.

EARN MORE WITH CAA

A GENTLEMAN IN MOSCOW

KITCHEN

AMOR TOWLES

BANANA YOSHIMOTO

THE YEAR OF LIVING DANISHLY
HELEN RUSSELL

Praised by Barack Obama and
Bill Gates, among others, this 2016
novel filters a century of Soviet
and Russian history through Count
Rostov, a Russian noble with a
penchant for etiquette who’s been
sentenced by the Bolsheviks
to house arrest in the luxurious
Metropol Hotel in Moscow. As the
Count endures the same shelterin-place restrictions many of us
have recently experienced—albeit
in a grand dame hotel—Russia’s
dramatic history is explored
through the Metropol’s changing
guests, its chef’s evolving menus
and the Count’s own life.

The characters in this 1988
novel find solace in each
other—and in traditional meals
such as rice porridge and
fried pork. While the story of
love and loss has a veneer of
Western style, it has at its heart
a sensitive, transient Japanese
aesthetic, which has made
it—and Yoshimoto’s subsequent
works—very popular at home.
While travel books shape our
sightseeing itineraries, fictional
narratives such as this one allow
us to glimpse the interior lives of
their characters, thereby
enriching our explorations.

How to be happy—or
specifically how to be happy
like the Danes—is explored in
this expat-year-abroad book.
When her husband lands a job
at Lego headquarters, British
journalist Russell leaves behind
the stress of London for rural
Denmark. Charting the elements
that contribute to national
cheerfulness, such as work-life
balance, family-focused traditions
and all that cozy hygge, the
author’s happy to-do list seems
apropos right now, with tips
for savouring the simple things
that the Danes so value.

Members can earn up to 5% in CAA Dollars at Indigo when they shop online at caaneo.ca/shoponline.

Step in and out of the tub with
ease and conﬁdence.
Our walk-in tubs are designed to help Seniors and those
aﬀected by mobility issues enjoy a safe and relaxing bath
so they can remain in the home they love!
Ÿ Low step-in.
Ÿ Wide door for easy

access.
Ÿ Built-in grab bars.
Ÿ Anti-slip surfaces.
Ÿ Fast ﬁll and drain
feature available.

50OFF
%

installation of
your new
walk-in tub *

* Oﬀer can’t be combined with other advertised oﬀers.
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For your free info kit or quote

1-800-370-9398
Check all the safety and convenience
features at www.NoMoreFalls.ca

how to
.

1. Dress the part
Wear layers to stay
warm and dry, but
avoid bulking up
so much that you
restrict your range
of movement. Go
with the basics of
a hat, gloves with
enough padding to
prevent blisters and
sturdy boots with
good tread.
2. Stretch it out
Shovelling is exercise,
so it’s important
to warm up to the
task. Take a walk
around the block, and
then do some light
stretches, focusing
on your arms, legs
and back.
3. Select (and prep)
your shovel

SNOW PATROL
How to avoid injury when
shovelling your driveway
and sidewalk
by CRAIG MOY

ILLUSTRATION KATIE CAREY

S

NOW DURING A CANADIAN winter is one
of life’s certainties. A thick layer of the
white stuff makes for a pretty scene but
also treacherous walking. In most municipalities,
homeowners and occupants must remove snow
and ice from sidewalks, paths and driveways
on or near their property following a snowfall.*
Though few of us relish the task, shovelling
snow is easier and safer if you use the right
gear and correct technique.

GET MORE WITH CAA

The handle should be
ergonomically curved
and long enough
that you don’t have
to bend much while
using it. And favour
a smaller blade size:
pushing and lifting
lighter loads reduces
your chance of injury.
Spray the blade with
silicon lubricant to
prevent snow from
sticking to it.
4. Get a grip
Protect against
a nasty fall by
spreading salt or
sand on any slippery
spots that you may
have to traverse
or stand on while
shovelling.
5. Focus on posture
Push snow as far
to the edge of the
driveway as possible
before you have to

lift it into a pile.
Keep your back
straight as you push.
Periodically switch
between shovelling
right- and lefthanded to avoid a
one-sided workout.
6. Lift straight
Stand with feet
shoulder width apart,
bend at the knees and
scoop up small-tomedium amounts of
snow. Keep the shovel
blade close to you to
minimize back strain.
Try not to twist your
body when lifting
and heaving snow.
7. Take breaks
and rehydrate
In frigid temperatures,
moisture is being
rapidly pulled from
your body, but you
may not notice the
signs of dehydration.
Allow yourself the
occasional break for
a drink of water or
hot cocoa.
8. Shovel in stages
Deeper—and
especially wetter—
snow means heavier
loads. Instead of
shovelling it all at
once, skim half off
the top, then do a
second pass for
the rest.
9. Pile it up
If space allows, throw
snow farther from
your driveway at the
start of the job, then
dump it progressively
closer. As you grow
more tired from
shovelling, you’ll have
a shorter distance to
heave the snow.

HOME
SENSE
Protect
your
property
with these
snow-smart
tips

Shovel snow
away from
your home’s
foundation to
guard against
seepage with the
spring thaw.
•
Keep furnace
and dryer vents
clear. Blocked
vents can be
a fire hazard
and can cause
carbon monoxide
buildup in
your home.
•
If you can, clear
snow at least a
metre from the
edge of your roof
to reduce the risk
of ice damming
and leaks. Take
care not to
damage shingles
and flashing,
and if you use a
ladder, always
have a spotter.
•
To de-ice vehicle
windows, mix two
parts isopropyl
rubbing alcohol
with one part
water. Spray it
on, wait a minute
for ice to melt,
then wipe dry
with an old towel.

Need a new shovel? CAA Members earn 2% in CAA Dollars from RONA or Home Depot on online purchases.
Go to caaneo.ca/shoponline for details.

*Check your community’s bylaws to find out about specific snow-clearing requirements.
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WINTER
ESSENTIALS
We’ve rounded up the
best buys for cold days from
CAA Rewards® Partners

1. LEGO® Creator Series

Gingerbread House

This build-and-play set
comes with faux candy
accents, a decorated
Christmas tree and an
adorable gingerbread
family.
LEGO
Earn 3% in CAA Dollars®
2. Roots Salt and Pepper

Original Sweatpant

Stay cozy in a Canadian
classic. Whether you’re
heading out for a walk or
curling up by the fireplace,
these ultra-soft fleece
sweats are a must-have.
ROOTS
Earn 4% in CAA Dollars®
3. Patagonia Down

Sweater Jacket

This lightweight topper
can be worn on its own
or layered with another
jacket for extra warmth
on a winter camping
trip or snowmobiling
adventure.
ALTITUDE SPORTS
Earn 4% in CAA Dollars®
4. Cake Beauty Body

Butter Balm

Made with 20 per
cent shea butter, this
moisturizing cream
is a must for dry, cracked
skin. It’s also vegan,
gluten-free, cruelty-free
and made in Canada,
so you can feel extra
good about using it.
WELL.CA
Earn 5% in CAA Dollars®
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3

5. BeOneBreed Dog Bed

This stylish dog bed
doesn’t just go with your
decor—it’s also lavenderscented and has a
removable, machinewashable cover.
REN’S PETS
Save up to $10 online
6. Superio Scooter

Snow Sled

This souped-up sled
allows kids to zoom
down hills—with a
helmet on—while
standing. Riders control
the direction using the
handle, and footrests
make it easy to stay
balanced.

5

RONA

4

Earn 2% in CAA Dollars®
7. Retro Electric Kettle

Fall for the vintage look
of this hard-working
kettle. An automatic
shut-off function
keeps things safe, and
a temperature gauge
ensures the perfect heat
level for your tea.
STOKES

7

Save an extra 5% in-store
Online

HOW TO SAVE & EARN ONLINE
To access the online offers,
visit caaneo.ca/shoponline,
select a retail partner,
enter your CAA Membership
number where instructed
and start shopping!

6

In-Store

Restrictions and conditions apply
for each participating partner offer.
Partners and/or offers are subject to
change without notice. For full details,
visit caaneo.ca/rewards. To earn and
redeem CAA Dollars, you must be a
current CAA Member in good standing.
For more information on CAA Dollars,
please visit caaneo.ca/rewards.

at home

.

POTTED
PLANTS
What should you
bring in from
your garden
for the winter
months? Here
are some ideal
candidates for
overwintering.

STAYING GREEN

A guide to caring for your outdoor plants through the winter

PHOTOGRAPHY [WATERING PLANTS] KKGAS/STOCKSY UNITED; [BEGONIA] ISTOCK.COM/ANTAGAIN

by TARA NOLAN

A

FTER ALL THE CARE

you’ve taken to nurture
your outdoor plants,
it stands to reason you’d bring
them indoors to keep them
alive until next spring.
Of course, not all annuals
will appreciate your good
intentions—full-sun annuals
can be difficult to keep alive
due to lack of sunlight. But
if your plant can be treated
like a houseplant or will go
dormant in a cold cellar or
space, it’s a good candidate
to bring it indoors for the
winter. Storing tender bulbs,
tubers or roots is also a
great option.
Steven Biggs of the Food
Garden Life Show says he
focuses on overwintering
the plants that are expensive
or difficult to replace.

“I grow a lot of non-hardy
plants in containers: hibiscus,
fuchsia and geraniums,”
he says.
Come fall, these are the
ones he brings indoors.
But overwintering is
more than just bringing in
all your pots and setting them
up in your living room. The
main thing is to be mindful
of bugs, like aphids and
whiteflies. Not only can
they harm your outdoor
plants, but they can attack
your houseplants, too.
“A plant with fewer leaves
and branches will have fewer
bugs,” Biggs says. “Many
of my plants get a major
haircut before coming in
for the winter.”
He also sprays them with
insecticidal soap, which is

commonly available at garden
centres, usually twice, about
two weeks apart. “Soap doesn’t
kill bug eggs, only adults,” he
explains. “So spray once to
hit any adult bugs that are on
the plant, then allow time for
eggs to hatch and repeat.”
Pruning beforehand also
allows the soap spray to better
penetrate the plant.
Next, decide where your
plants will live. A south-facing
window is preferable, as it will
provide the most light. He also
suggests using a humidifier or
placing a number of plants in
the same area.
There may still be some
uneven growth, but that’s
fixable. “You can prune some
of that off in the spring as you
move plants back outdoors into
higher light,” Biggs says.

Angel’s trumpet
Begonias
Bougainvillea
Caladium
Canna
Coleus
Dahlias
Figs
Jasmine
Lemons
Olives
Passionflower
Pomegranate
Rosemary
Sweet potato vine

REVIEW YOUR POLICY
With winter
approaching, it’s a good
time to review your
home insurance needs,
to make sure you’re
properly covered.
Talk to a CAA Insurance
expert, who can review
your policy, even if it’s
with another provider.
Visit caaneo.ca/
insurance for details.
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INDIGENOUS
ADVENTURES
Indigenous cultures across
Canada are offering up
distinct, hyperlocal experiences
you didn’t know were right
in your backyard.
by CHARNEL ANDERSON

T’S TIME TO PIVOT,” says Keith Henry.

The president and CEO of the
Indigenous Tourism Association of
Canada (ITAC) is working to rebuild
what, prior to Covid-19, was a thriving
Indigenous tourism sector.
A 2019 study by the Conference
Board of Canada and ITAC showed that
growth in this sector had been outpacing
Canadian tourism activity, with direct
economic benefits of Indigenous tourism
rising 23.2 per cent between 2014 and
2017, compared to a 14.5 per cent increase
in tourism overall.
To counteract the economic impact
of Covid-19, ITAC has developed a
strategic plan that includes an infusion of
$50 million, which will support recovery
and resilience within the Indigenous
tourism industry.
“Our modest yet realistic goal is to
respond, recover and rebuild our industry
to levels we saw in 2019,” says Henry.
We hope so, because these beautiful
destinations allow visitors to authentically
and respectfully experience First Nations,
Métis and Inuit nations first-hand. Here
are six of our favourites.
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A destination for researchers and adventurers alike, the Torngat Mountains
base camp, located 225 km from Labrador City, offers excursions to
historic Inuit settlements where you can learn about sod house villages and
visit ancient burial sites and hunting grounds.

ESKASONI CULTURAL JOURNEYS
Ekasoni, Nova Scotia

Take part in a smudging ceremony, join in the Koju’a
(a traditional dance) or bake a four cent cake over an open
fire on Eskasoni First Nation, the largest Mi’kmaq community
in the world, nestled on the beautiful Bras d’Or Lake.

PHOTOGRAPHY [TORNGATS] ALAMY/AGEFOTOSTOCK; [EKASONI] INDIGENOUS TOURISM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA;
[ICE ROAD] ALAMY/LEE THOMAS; [TEEPEE] © 2019 THOMAS KOKTA; OTHERS COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BUSINESSES
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THE TORNGATS
Happy Valley-Goose Bay, Newfoundland and Labrador

TUNDRA
NORTH
TOURS
Inuvik, Northwest
Territories

Experience
Inuit culture at a
traditional whaling
camp or observe
herds of reindeer
at Tundra North
Tours, an Inuit
company that offers
nearly two dozen
authentic Arctic
experiences in
Canada’s far north.
If the holiday you’re
looking for isn’t
listed, ask about
a custom tour.

WAT’CHEE EXPEDITIONS
Chesnaye, Manitoba

A former navy communications base turned
full-service wilderness lodge, Wat’Chee Expeditions’
subarctic locale is home to caribou, ptarmigan,
Arctic foxes and the world’s largest polar bear denning
area. Be sure to stay awake long enough to witness
the bright, dancing lights of the aurora borealis.

SPIRIT
BEAR
LODGE
Klemtu,
British Columbia

FEAST CAFÉ BISTRO
Winnipeg, Manitoba

Feast Café Bistro, opened in 2015 by home cook turned
restaurateur Christa Guenther of Peguis First Nation,
features a smattering of Indigenous-fusion dishes, like bannock
pizza, bison chili and pickerel sliders. Try the coconut squash
curry, served with beans and wild rice.

READY TO TRAVEL AGAIN?

Catch a glimpse
of the elusive
spirit bear—an
off-white
subspecies
of the coastal
black bear—at
this world-class
ecotourism
destination nestled
in the Great Bear
Rainforest.
Owned by the
Kitasoo/Xai’xais
people, Spirit
Bear Lodge offers
hiking, kayaking
and canoeing
experiences.

Whether it’s exploring Canada, heading for a tropical holiday or a European vacation,
a CAA Travel Consultant can provide expert advice to arrange every detail of your dream
trip. When you’re ready to travel again, visit caaneo.ca/travel/planning for details.
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Gifts They�ll Use All Year
Shop WeatherTech’s expansive selection of unique products for everyone
—even four-legged family members—on your gift-giving list this season
Selecting an unexpected and useful gift is always the goal at this time of year, but that combo can be
hard to find. Luckily WeatherTech has three great items to suit a range of people on your list.
FOR EVERYONE WITH A PHONE
(SERIOUSLY, EVERYONE)

the DeskFone
The DeskFone cradles your mobile
phone on nearly any flat surface. The
fully-adjustable holder permits a nearinfinite number of viewing angles.
Its tripod design creates a stable
stance that won’t shift or wobble. Antiskid feet prevent sliding or slipping
on smooth surfaces. DeskFone’s open
access design means users can remove
or replace the phone in its holder
without disconnecting the charging
cable. Optional billet knobs are
available in snazzy colours and if your
smartphone is in a thick case, there’s
an XL model available.

FOR ALL-WEATHER DRIVERS

the FloorLiner

FOR FOUR-LEGGED ANIMAL OWNERS

the Pet Feeding System
WeatherTech knows that pets are important members of the family, too. That’s why
their innovative Pet Feeding System ensures a pet’s meal time is safe—thanks to human
food grade stainless steel or BPA-free plastic bowls—and ergonomically correct.
The elevated High Pet Feeding System is ideal for older pets or those that suffer
from mobility issues, because it raises the food and water bowls off the floor and into
a more comfortable feeding position. A compact Low System is available for smaller
pets or if you have limited space. Both options have a raised outer lip, ensuring spills
are kept off the floor. Double and single bowl variants are available, with the latter
being perfect to take along for outdoor excursions.

Start shopping
WeatherTech products are proudly designed and built in North America using high quality
materials and creative ingenuity. Go to weathertech.ca to find your perfect holiday gift today.

P R E SE N TE D B Y

Produced by Strategic Content Labs in collaboration with WeatherTech.

WeatherTech’s team of designers and engineers have developed the FloorLiner, a
product that accurately lines a vehicle’s whole carpet area, guarding against winter’s
slush and salt.
WeatherTech ensures proper fitment by taking digital laser measurements of the
vehicle’s floor, which permits FloorLiners to tightly hug every nook and cranny while
accommodating original equipment retention hooks. A patented high-density material
builds a strong rigid core, creating surface friction with carpet and a tactile feel to the
top surface. Its water channels trap fluids and debris in a lower reservoir to minimize
fluid movement while driving.

High
Resolution

NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS

7 EASY-TO-KEEP
RESOLUTIONS
THAT WILL MAKE
2021 YOUR BEST
YEAR YET
by ATHENA TSAVLIRIS

FOR MANY OF US, sheltering in place

PHOTOGRAPHY KRISTEN CURETTE & DAEMAINE HINES/STOCKSY UNITED

provided an opportunity to take
a breath, slow down, make more
deliberate choices and find our
silver linings. As we enter a new
year, let’s keep reflecting, growing
and embracing the small joys. Here
are seven easy ways to make the
coming year healthy and happy.

1

SPEND TIME
IN NATURE
Nature can offer refuge
and respite. A walk in
the woods, savouring a
clear blue sky or planting
a tree in your yard all
have positive effects on
your psyche. As we move
into winter, consider an
indoor garden—plants are
the embodiment of life,
growth and progress, and
surrounding ourselves
with them can be both
grounding and uplifting.
Get tips for creating your
own indoor jungle by
signing up for an online
gardening class.
Find gardening supplies
at Well.ca, and earn 5% in
CAA Dollars® online through
caaneo.ca/shoponline.
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2

EAT MORE VEGGIES
The environment, health, ethics, cost—there are many reasons to embrace
a plant-based diet. This year, why not start by eating more vegetables and
fruits? “When you fuel yourself with fresh, healthy foods and enjoy regular
activity, you feel mentally stronger,” says Toronto-based health coach
Chris Swail. Eat seasonally as much as possible to increase variety and
support local farmers. Not sure what to do with that scrawny turnip? Don’t
be fooled: even the lowliest vegetable can be pureed into a tasty soup.
Keep your veggie crisper full with a grocery order from INABUGGY.
CAA Members save $10 off the delivery fee when they order online.
Learn more at caaneo.ca/rewards.

3

MOVE IT
With so many
fitness trainers,
gyms and studios
offering online
workouts, we’re
spoiled for choice.
(Also see page 7
for some at-home
workout ideas.)
Whatever type of
movement you
choose, Swail says,
“Having fun while
exercising is even
more beneficial for
good mental health.”
He encourages clients
to coordinate with
friends: “Stream an
online barre class.
Bike or walk and
explore where you
live or an area nearby.
Hiking works all sorts
of muscles, even
the core, and often
rewards you with
incredible sights.”
It’s a bonus that
these activities easily
allow for physical
distancing.
Need new fitness
gear to kick off the
year? Shop with Puma,
and you’ll earn 8% in
CAA Dollars® when you
order online through
caaneo.ca/shoponline.
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NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTIONS

4

DECLUTTER—THEN DONATE
Living with less, while being mindful of those who need more,
is something we can all continue to work on. To get started,
look for companies that refurbish used electronics and sell
them to community change organizations and social service
agencies. Donate that dresser sitting in your attic to an individual
transitioning out of homelessness. Take your old bedsheets,
blankets and towels to your local vet or animal shelter. And
donate books to your local library (if they are accepting
donations) and glasses to an eyewear chain that gives them
to organizations that distribute them to those in need.
If you’re decluttering but need to hold on to a few things,
CAA Members save up to 10% on portable storage containers
from PODS when they order online using promo code “CAA.”
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5

CONNECT
THE DOTS
Social distance need not mean
a social disconnect. We’ve all
witnessed beautiful shows of
humanity over the last few
months, from quarantined
musicians playing violins on their
balconies to families gathering
outside nursing homes to sing
“Happy Birthday” to a loved
one. A wonderful by-product of
quarantine is that we’ve become
more creative and resourceful
in the ways we connect with
one another. Taking a moment
to put pen to paper is a gesture
in itself—letter writing requires
precious time, which is our
greatest commodity. Pick up
the telephone and check on a
friend. And if there’s been a big
snowfall, help a neighbour by
shovelling their walk.
Get started on a letter with
stationery from Staples. Members
earn 2% in CAA Dollars® when
ordering online through
caaneo.ca/shoponline.

6

EXPAND YOUR KNOWLEDGE
The desire to make a difference in the world resides in all of us, and engagement,
social awareness and allyship can take on many forms. One of the most powerful
actions we can take is to listen and to educate ourselves. For a short and
accessible introduction to feminist theory, try Feminism Is for Everybody, by
author and social activist bell hooks (born Gloria Jean Watkins). Robin DiAngelo,
an educator and writer, has written a timely and necessary exploration of
race in White Fragility. And try The Water Will Come by journalist and author
Jeff Goodell, who has devoted most of his career to the climate crisis.
Stock up on books from Indigo, and earn up to 5% in CAA Dollars®
when you order online through caaneo.ca/shoponline.
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7

OH, CANADA
For those of us yearning to travel, now is the time to explore our vast and
beautiful country. From hot springs and wildlife to guided adventures
through the snow-capped Rockies, there’s so much of Canada that is
ours to discover. That’s why CAA Travel has built an extensive portfolio
of domestic tours with its Extraordinary Explorations program.
There’s never been a better time to get to know our own country.

PHOTOGRAPHY TKTK
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Ready to explore Canada? Book with CAA Travel and take advantage
of their expertise and guidance to help build a trip to remember.
Go to caaneo.ca/travel for details.

*Trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners. Restrictions and conditions apply for each
participating partner offer. Partners and/or offers are subject to change without notice. For full details, visit caaneo.ca.
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Begin your next road trip adventure with
Fairmont. Explore the delights close to
home and treat your palate to our chefs’
renowned cuisine with this exclusive offer
for CAA Members, valid at participating
Fairmont hotels.

Fairmont Royal York, Toronto

UP TO

RECEIVE A

25

50 DINING CREDIT

% AND $
OFF

*

FOR RESERVATIONS, PLEASE VISIT
FAIRMONT.COM/CAAOFFER, CALL 1 877 256 7700
OR CONTACT YOUR CAA TRAVEL PROFESSIONAL AT
1 800 992 8143.
(PLEASE USE PROMOTION CODE PAAH)

7:32PM

*Offers valid on stays until December 31, 2020, unless otherwise noted.
Based on double occupancy in a Fairmont room and subject to availability
at time of reservation at participating locations. CAA Membership card
must be presented at time of check-in. Gratuities and taxes extra. Some
exceptions apply. Minimum two-night consecutive stay required unless
otherwise noted. The $50 dining credit will be applied in the currency of
the host hotel, and will be applied at the time of checkout against select
food and/or beverage charges applied to the room portfolio. For full terms
and conditions, please visit fairmont.com/caaoffer, call 1 877 256 7700
or contact your CAA Travel Professional.

The moment you knew
the best part of a meal
was who you shared it with.

14634_Accor-FHR-CAA-HP-092520_FA.indd 1

2020-09-25 12:19 PM

“I was able to set up
payments that fit in
my budget.”

LOW
MONTHLY
PAYMENTS

When the future can seem uncertain,
pre-planning is important for your
family’s financial and emotional well-being.
Our dedicated professionals are available by phone,
online, or in person with safety measures in place.

Ask about our low monthly payment
options and get a FREE Estate Planning Kit.
Visit ArborCAA.ca

Arbor Memorial Inc.

2 Jane Street, Toronto, ON • arbormemorial.ca

CLIENT: Arbor Memorial
DOCKET: D018825
NAME:
Q4 Ad Campaign ENG CAA

BLEED:
TYPE SAFETY:
COLOUR:

None
0.125” all around
4 Colour Process

Fewer tourists, breathtaking vistas,
and oh-so-much snow. Get set for
an epic Canadian adventure!
This is a special advertorial supplement
from CAA North & East Ontario.

CANADA

a Winter Wonderland
A cozy lakeside retreat. Sweeping mountain views.
Bustling Christmas markets. Canada’s wintertime
beauty is majestic and unforgettable. Whether you’re
planning a ski trip or an urban escape, a spa weekend
or an adventure holiday, let the experts at CAA Travel
be your guide. They’ll do all the planning – all you have
to do is decide on the destination.

GET IN TOUCH WITH A TRAVEL EXPERT AT CAA!
Ottawa South

Ottawa East

North Bay

Thunder Bay

Travel Services

2446 Bank Street
613-736-9696

2026 Tenth Line Road
613-841-6441

955 McKeown Avenue
705-474-8230

585 Memorial Avenue
807-345-1261

Call Centre
1-800-267-8713

Ottawa West

Ottawa Centre

Sudbury

Parry Sound1

Group Travel

5703 Hazeldean Road
613-836-7422

1331 Clyde Avenue
613-729-0707

2040 Algonquin Road
705-522-0000

705-746-9305

Call Centre
1-855-402-4636

1. CAA Travel in Parry Sound is available for in-person and online appointments. Please visit caaneo.ca/parrysound for more details.
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5 Reasons to
TRAVEL WITH CAA

1

2

3

EXPERT ADVICE: Turn
your ho-hum vacation into
the trip of a lifetime. CAA
Travel Consultants are the
experts when it comes to
travel and Canada.
PEACE OF MIND:
CAA Travel is an Ontarioregistered travel agency
and is there to help you
if anything impacts your
trip. As Canada’s most
trusted brand, your travel
investment is safe with
CAA.
SAVE TIME & MONEY:
Rather than comparing
each individual flight, hotel,
tour, and car rental; you
can count on the expertise
of CAA Travel Consultants
to arrange your travel plans
to your needs, and to
modify them at a moment’s
notice if necessary.

4

5

CAA MEMBER
BENEFITS: Enjoy
Member-exclusive
experiences across
Canada with CAA Travel
partners. From a luxury
train trip through the
Rockies to a weekend
away in the woods, the
simple pleasures are
enhanced by finer perks
along the way.
CAA TRAVEL
INSURANCE: Book your
trip and travel insurance
together and save. The
experts at CAA Travel
can review your current
coverage and let you know
where there are gaps to
make sure you’re fully
protected.

AROUND TOWN OR ACROSS THE
COUNTRY, USE YOUR CAA CARD TO
SAVE.


Find gifts for you and the family at
CAA Stores. SAVE 15% on luggage
and travel accessories and check
out our new MEMBER EXCLUSIVE
collection with Member-only pricing.*



Need a warm bed to rest your head?
SAVE UP TO 15% at Best Western
Hotels & Resorts and SAVE 5%
OR MORE at Marriott hotels.*



Enjoy a relaxing drive through a
winter wonderland with FREE local
maps available at CAA Stores.



CAA Members get EXCLUSIVE
MEMBER BENEFITS on car rentals
with Enterprise, National,
and Alamo.*



If your winter travels take you across
the country, SAVE 20% or more on
the drive up rate and EARN 3% IN
CAA DOLLARS® at Park’N Fly!*



Never leave home without
CAA Travel Insurance –
CAA Members SAVE 10%.**

*Terms and conditions apply. Offer is subject to change
without notice. **CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by
Orion Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain
exclusions, limitations and restrictions apply. Subject to
change without notice. A Medical Questionnaire may be
required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid for
30 days. Applies to CAA Members in good standing (CAA
Membership dues paid in full by Membership expiry date).
Ten percent (10%) savings applies to the total premium
excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies.
Subject to change without notice. Excludes Visitors to
Canada Insurance. 2. Available at CAA Stores, while supplies
last. Visit caaneo.ca/stores or call 1-800-267-8713.

WESTJET
Dreamy Mountain Getaways
Whisk away on a romantic weekend for two to
Banff and Lake Louise. Hit picture-perfect
BRITISH
ski slopes, and skate on the famed
frozen
COLUMBIA
glacial lake. Enjoy fine cuisine and the
warm glow of the chateau fireplace.
Cap off your stay with a heart-racing
helicopter tour. Get there with
CAA Travel and WestJet!
Victoria

ALBERTA
Edmonton
Jasper

Vancouver

Lake Louise
Banff
Canmore
Calgary

CAA Travel Tips
Sharon Lewco | CAA Travel Consultant
CAA Ottawa East | 613-523-4943
slewco@caaneo.on.ca

“Renting a car gives you the flexibility to reach
off-the-beaten-track spots and discover more
of the region’s surrounding national parks. Use
your CAA card at Enterprise, National, and Alamo
to get exclusive Member benefits on car rentals!”

Save with CAA Rewards®
Starting your trip from Ottawa?
Park your vehicle at the Ottawa
International Airport and
SAVE 20% on airport parking.*

TOP 5 ROMANTIC
EXPERIENCES IN BANFF
& LAKE LOUISE
SCENIC ICE SKATING: Enjoy an
amphitheater of snow-dusted
mountains as you twirl atop the frozen
surface of this beautiful lake.
COZY GONDOLA RIDE: Ride to the

summit of Sulphur Mountain and enjoy
lunch with stunning views.

BANFF HOT SPRINGS: Heat things up in
the steaming waters of the Banff Hot
Springs as light snow falls all around
you.
FESTIVE SLEIGH RIDE: A private sleigh
ride through Banff and Lake Louise
is the most romantic way to see the
region.
PANORAMIC HELICOPTER TOUR: Fly over

BOOK YOUR WINTER GETAWAY

Visit your CAA Store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
 TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE
Visit westjet.com for the latest updates on WestJet’s protocols and hygiene measures.
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/rewards for more details.

the Canadian Rocky Mountains and see
glaciers, waterfalls, and 10,000-foot
peaks that will take your breath away.

TRANSAT
Go West for Adventure

Get set for a thrill-seeking holiday out west.
The pristine peaks of Whistler and
Blackcomb Mountain offer a winter
wonderland of skiing and snowboarding
fun. Spend mornings on its magnificent
runs, and afternoons exploring
whimsical villages set amidst snowVictoria
covered forests and frozen creeks. End
your stay with a night or two in Vancouver
and enjoy its myriad urban delights. Get
there with CAA Travel and Transat!

Save with CAA Rewards®

BRITISH
COLUMBIA

Capture a once-in-a-lifetime photo
zip-lining or dog-sledding? Save those
memories with Photobook Canada.
CAA Members SAVE 70% on select
regular-priced photobooks.*

MUST DO’S
Whistler
Vancouver

CAA Travel Tips
Dylan Sauve | CAA Travel Consultant
CAA Ottawa Centre | 343-320-0519
dysauve@caaneo.on.ca

“Review your CAA Travel Insurance policy to make sure
your adventurous activities are covered. Ask your
CAA Travel Consultant about adding an ‘Adventure Rider’
to your travel insurance!”
BOOK YOUR WINTER GETAWAY

Visit your CAA Store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca
 TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE
Visit airtransat.com for the latest updates on Transat’s protocols and hygiene measures.
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/rewards for more details.

DOWNHILL SKIING: The ultimate skiing

experience lies just an hour’s drive
north of Vancouver, in world-famous
Whistler. Head there for exciting
cold-weather adventures and majestic
mountain views.

MOUNTAIN ZIP-LINING: Soar through the

sky from the top of Grouse Mountain,
zip-lining over the frozen landscapes
that lie between mountain peaks and
canyons for an adrenaline-pumping
tour.

DOG-SLEDDING: Get your heart pumping

as you race along snow-covered trails
with a team of Arctic sled dogs. Sit
back and let an expert guide take the
lead, or take the lead yourself.

SNOW CAMPING: Pitch a tent, warm
up by the ﬁre, and enjoy the pristine
air and stillness of the great outdoors
covered by a blanket of powder-soft
snow.

6 DAYS | CANADA

$8,927*

TRAFALGAR
Polar Escapes

A once-in-a-lifetime winter experience
awaits in Churchill, Manitoba. See
majestic polar bears in their natural
environment as they move from their
summer homes on the sub-arctic
tundra to the frozen shores of the
Hudson Bay to hunt for seals. Glimpse
arctic foxes, caribou, and ptarmigan;
then look above to the night sky to catch
the Northern Lights. Get there with
CAA Travel and Trafalgar!

Save with CAA Rewards®
Churchill

MANITOBA
Flin Flon

Riding Mountain
National Park
Winnipeg

CAA Travel Tips
Bing Xie | CAA Travel Consultant
CAA Ottawa Centre | 613-695-1418
bxie@caaneo.on.ca

“Churchill is only accessible by train or flight. You
can join CAA’s exclusive departure on a guided tour
departing from Winnipeg to get up close to polar
bears next year. ”
BOOK YOUR WINTER GETAWAY

Visit your CAA Store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

Get everything you need for an
outdoor adventure with Gear Up For
Outdoors. CAA Members SAVE 10%
in-store and online.**

MUST-SEE IN MANITOBA
Keep your eyes peeled and your
smartphone at the ready to snap the
beauty of wildlife and landscapes at
every turn.
POLAR BEARS: Churchill, Manitoba is
known as the polar bear capital of the
world! While you’re on tour, try to spot
a mama bear and her cub playing in the
snow. When to Go: July-November
BELUGA WHALES: Enjoy whale-watching

on the Hudson’s Bay - you may even
get close enough to hear one sing.
When to Go: June-September

BISON: Go on a wildlife safari in Riding

Mountain National Park to ﬁnd iconic
Canadian animals, including moose
and bison! When to Go: January –
December

NORTHERN LIGHTS: Northern Manitoba

is one of the best places to observe the
aurora borealis. Be sure to bring your
camera to capture some of the magic!
When to Go: February-March

 TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE
Visit trafalgar.com for the latest updates on Trafalgar’s protocols and hygiene measures.
* Terms and conditions apply. Price is per person, based on double occupancy on Trafalgar’s Polar Bears in Manitoba group departure with CAA North & East Ontario. Price includes taxes and fees. Price is
based on October 16, 2021 departure date. Intra Trip air is included. Price shown is accurate at time of publishing. Pricing and availability are subject to change without notice.
Visit caaneo.ca/travelterms for more details. **Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Visit caaneo.ca/rewards for more details.

ENTERPRISE
City Stays

Embark on a winter road trip with
CAA Travel and Enterprise. Take the
scenic route to Quebec City and watch
as the snow swept landscapes come
alive in the city. Rent a car and head to
charming Quebec City this winter for a
little taste of Europe. Enjoy its historic
architecture, quaint cafes, and
Christmas markets.

CAA Travel Tips
Carrie Carlton | CAA Travel Consultant
CAA Parry Sound | 249-266-4264
ccarlton@caaneo.on.ca

“Get a good night’s rest, every night of your trip. Stay
at Marriott Hotels and SAVE 5% or more on your hotel
accommodations by using your CAA Membership card.”

BOOK YOUR WINTER GETAWAY

Visit your CAA Store
Call 1-800-267-8713
Visit caaneo.ca

Save with CAA Rewards®

QUEBEC
Quebec City

Montreal

CAA Members get EXCLUSIVE
MEMBER BENEFITS with Enterprise.
In North America, you’ll also get two
free additional drivers, free unlimited
mileage, and more.*

THE BEST OF
QUEBEC CITY
From artisanal shops to haute cuisine,
a few days in Quebec City are sure to
satisfy.
CHRISTMAS MARKETS: Embrace the
winter magic of Quebec City with a
trip to the German-styled Christmas
markets in the heart of Old Quebec.
LOCAL SHOPPING: Skip the line-ups at
the big box stores and visit one of many
cute, locally owned shops in the city’s
charming shopping districts.
VISIT THE ICE HOTEL: Marvel at the

sculpted ice interior, sip a cocktail
served in an icy glass, or spend the
night on a cozy bed of ice
(it’s possible!).

TRADITIONAL MAPLE SYRUP: Satisfy
your sweet tooth with a visit to a
traditional sugar shack, and don’t
forget to bring home maple treats
for everyone.

 TRAVEL WITH CONFIDENCE
Visit enterprise.com for the latest updates on Enterprise’s protocols and
hygiene measures.
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Free unlimited mileage is available on most rentals. Visit caaneo.ca/rewards for more details.

Best

THE WORLD’S

HOT CHOCOLATE
CAA Travel went in (virtual) search of the world’s best
hot chocolate recipe. CAA Members from across the
province shared their family recipes – handed down
over the generations and perfected over time. We
chose our favourite to share with you!

Homemade Hot Chocolate

Ever wondered about the history of hot chocolate?
Read on, you’re in for a treat...

1 1/4 cups condensed milk

MEXICO, 500 BC
The Mayan civilization first drank what we today
know as hot chocolate. They did this by grinding up
cocoa seeds and mixing it with water, cornmeal and
chili peppers, among other ingredients. The drink
was available to all classes of people, although the
wealthy would drink it from special vessels, which
they literally took with them to the grave.

SPAIN, 1500 AD
The Spanish explorer Cortez brought cocoa beans
and the chocolate drink-making tools to Europe,
where it was adopted by the court of King Charles V.
After its introduction in Spain, the drink began to be
served hot, sweetened – and without chili peppers.

INGREDIENTS
1/2 cup of cocoa powder
1-2 tsp vanilla extract
6 1/2 cups hot water

DIRECTIONS
Mix all ingredients in a saucepan or pot and
bring to a boil.
Stir and pour into mugs. Set aside to cool
before drinking.
Shake things up by adding mini marshmallows,
pieces of white chocolate, milk chocolate
chips, or peppermints!

ENGLAND, 1700

CANADA, 2020

It didn’t take long for word of the distinct beverage
to reach the ears of the British upper class. In the
late 1700s, the president of the Royal College of
Physicians, Hans Sloane, brought with him a recipe
for mixing chocolate with milk to make it more
palatable, from Jamaica. . The world was never
the same…

…flash forward to present-day Ottawa, where CAA
Member Audrey L. has been drinking hot chocolate
to warm up these cold Ontario nights. Here’s her
winning recipe, for readers to enjoy. As a thank-you
for sharing her recipe, Audrey won a $100 Ultimate
Dining Gift Card, courtesy of CAA Travel!

Holiday
GIFT GUIDE

1

Save up to

20%
online and
in-store*

Headphones

Activity
Trackers

15% off

Tablets

TVs

3% off

3% off

thesource.ca
2

7% off

*Exclusions apply. See store or online for details.

Wireless
Chargers

20% off

Save an extra

5%

in-store*

6
1

1. Modo drink dispenser
with stand

5

2. Litzi 12-Pc Electric
Fondue Set

3. Antipasto, serving board
and bowl

4. Remy Olivier Brie Baker
5. Zone, drinkware collection
6. Christmas Eve 45-pc
Dinnerware Set

2

3

4

stokesstores.com
*Valid CAA membership number must be presented at time of purchase. The discount is off the total purchase amount before tax and after all applicable promotions, discounts, sales, package pricing and
coupon offers have been taken off for all purchases made in-store. Offer may not be applied to the purchase of gift cards or previously purchased merchandise.

3

Save
an extra

1. Round Bardwood Mirror
9396996 $149.99

2. Stockings

5

%

9400373

9400405

$16.99
$29.99

3. Decorative Pillows

in-store and
online*

9400456, 9400458, 9400463 $29.99

each

4. Wolf Faux Fur Throw
9392126

$79.99

5. Corn Fibre and Cotton Rope
Storage Basket
9396177

$49.99

1

2

3

4

5

bouclair.com/en/caa
4

*Valid CAA membership number must be presented at time of purchase. The offer is calculated on the total purchase,
after other discounts and before taxes, excluding gift cards. Some restrictions may apply. Prices shown do not include taxes.

1

Save

10%

4

in-store and
online*

3

5
2

3

1. Neps Ribbed

Long Cardigan
$89.90

2. Long Sleeves Printed
Mockneck Top
$29.90

3. Ultra High Waisted
Ankle Pant
with Satin Sash

4. Bomber Knit

6

Fleece Cardigan
$89.90

5. Woven Tailored
Collar Shirt
$79.90

6. Slim Black Denim
$99.90

$89.90

rw-co.com
*Valid CAA membership number must be presented at time of purchase. The discount is off the total purchase amount before tax and after all applicable promotions, discounts, sales, package pricing and coupon
offers have been taken off for all purchases made in-store and online. Offer may not be applied to the purchase of gift cards or previously purchased merchandise. Prices shown do not include taxes.

5

Save

15

%

in-store*

CAA Trunk Organizer

Samsonite Pursuit
Hardside Luggage

Member Price $20.00

Member Price $152.96 - $203.95

Red Canoe Canada
Crossbody Bag
Member Price $29.71

Save an extra

20%

Cineplex Movie Tickets
Get exclusive prices in-store

Top & Derby
Compression Socks

on 1 item in-store
Nov 16-Dec 18**

Member Price $29.71

caaneo.ca/browse
6

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Price shown does not include tax.
Offer is not available on International Driving Permits, passport photos, attraction tickets, travel insurance, or travel purchases.
Fifteen percent (15%) discount is not combinable with Member Exclusive products. Must be an active CAA Member to
purchase Member Exclusive products. If you are not a CAA Member, you may purchase this along with a non-refundable CAA
Membership. **Offer available on one regular priced luggage or travel accessory at CAA Stores. Offer is not combinable with
any other offer, except the fifteen percent (15%) Member discount. Offer is not available on Member Exclusive items. Offer is
available between November 16, 2020 and December 18, 2020 with the presentation of this gift guide.

Earn

Online Shopping

CAA Dollars®

with

with the CAA Rewards® eStore

CAA Rewards

partners!*

Earn 4% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 6% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 5% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 5% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 5% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 4% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 3% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 5% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 10% back
in CAA Dollars

Earn 4% back
in CAA Dollars

CAA Members can shop online and earn CAA Dollars!
Here’s how:
1. Visit caaneo.ca/shoponline to see a list of partners.
2. Click on a partner logo to go to their offer page.
3. Click Shop Now and enter your CAA Membership number
before going to the partner’s website.
4. Start shopping to earn CAA Dollars!

caaneo.ca/shoponline
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice.

7

caaneo.ca/rewards

Get the new CAA Mobile app and access
rewards offers and savings while on the go!
8

Download the app today!

Ancient Glacial Ice Cave, Garibaldi Park, Whistler, British Columbia, Canada

CAA MEMBERS

SAVE 10%

ON CAA TRAVEL
INSURANCE*

NEVER
LEAVE HOME
WITHOUT IT
Planning your winter getaway? If your travels take you
out of Ontario, don’t forget to purchase CAA Travel
Insurance. From single trip to annual plans, medical
emergency to non-medical options, CAA Travel
Insurance offers coverage for you and your family.
Insuring your holiday is even more important if
you’re planning on high-risk activities like skiing and
snowboarding. Enjoy a worry-free vacation with the
most trusted brand in Canada1 and stay protected!

BEFORE YOU GO,
GET CAA TRAVEL INSURANCE.

TRAVEL CONFIDENTLY WITH CAA
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Up to $5 million of coverage2
24/7 multilingual assistance3
Special family pricing
Expenses paid upfront, whenever possible
Easy and convenient
CAA Members SAVE 10%*

Visit a CAA Store,
Call 1-800-267-8713,
Visit caaneo.ca/travelprotected

*CAA Travel Insurance is underwritten by Orion Travel Insurance Company, a CAA Company. Certain exclusions, limitations and restrictions
apply. Subject to change without notice. A Medical Questionnaire may be required to purchase travel insurance. Quotes are valid for 30 days.
Applies to CAA Members in good standing (CAA Membership dues paid in full by Membership expiry date). Ten percent (10%) savings applies
to the total premium excluding applicable taxes. Minimum premium applies. Subject to change without notice. Excludes Visitors to Canada
Insurance. 1. The Canadian Automobile Association (CAA) has been named the most trusted brand in Canada in the annual Gustavson Brand
Trust Index in 2020. 2. Up to $5 million CAD. Maximum $25,000 for all Emergency Medical Insurance benefits for Canadian residents without
active Government Health Insurance Plan (GHIP); and/or without GHIP authorization to cover trip days in excess of 212 days in Ontario in a
12-month period. 3. CAA Assistance is provided by Active Care Management Inc.

CAA MEMBERS SAVE EVEN MORE*

Brightsafe Adult
Face Mask

ONLY
$5

Bugatti Bond St.
Children’s Face Masks

ONLY
$8

Travelon Portable UV
Sanitizer Box

ONLY
$35

caaneo.ca/me
*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Price shown does not include tax. Offer is not available on International Driving Permits, passport photos,
attraction tickets, travel insurance, or travel purchases. Fifteen percent (15%) discount is not combinable with Member Exclusive products. Must be an active CAA Member to purchase Member
Exclusive products. If you are not a CAA Member, you may purchase this along with a non-refundable CAA Membership.

Get set for a season
of fun, family and
friends. As the
holidays approach,
here’s how you can
stay happy and
healthy... with CAA!

This is a special advertorial supplement
from CAA North & East Ontario.

THE SEASON TO

Connect

Whether you’re travelling to visit friends and family or staying local, make sure your car is ready for winter driving.

Car Care Tips:

1. Winter tires. Winter tires are recommended for
areas where temperatures regularly fall below 7ºC.
They’re designed to give you better traction in
cold weather.
2. Check your battery. Don’t wait for the cold,
winter weather – check your battery now. CAA’s
Mobile Battery Service will come to your home or
your location of choice, test, replace and recycle
your battery. Visit caaneo.ca/battery for more
details.
3. Tire pressure. Driving on underinflated tires can
cause them to wear down and lose traction on icy
or slippery roads.

4. Regular maintenance checks.
Regular maintenance will ensure your vehicle is
ready to go, wherever the road takes you this winter.
Find a CAA Approved Auto Repair Service facility at
caaneo.ca/findgarage.
5. Fill up your tank. Keep your gas tank at least half
full to help your car run smoothly, and so you don’t
run out of gas if delayed on the road by an accident
or bad weather.
6. Windshield wiper care. If you have to park
outside, raise the windshield wipers to prevent them
from freezing to your windshield. Always use an ice
scraper to remove ice, snow or frost – don’t rely on
your wiper blades to do it.

SAVE WITH CAA REWARDS® PARTNERS AND GET YOUR CAR WINTER-READY!

Get winter tires from
Pirelli and earn
up to 120 CAA
Dollars ® with the
purchase of four
eligible tires until
December 15, 2020.*

Need car parts or
accessories? CAA
Members save 10%
on retail priced parts
and accessories
at participating
NAPA Auto Parts.*

Earn 20% more
Petro-Points™ when
you link your CAA
Membership to
your Petro-Points
account. Redeem
Petro-Points for
instant rewards, or
convert them into
CAA Dollars!*

Save 10% on tire
repair, on-rim tire
changes, and tire
balancing. Save $10
on your first season
of tire storage. Only
available in
Ottawa area.*

Store your car
this winter and
save 10% with
promocode
CAACARCARE.*

*Terms and conditions apply. All offers are subject to change without notice. All trademarks are the property of their respective owner(s).

Members save up
to $25 every day on
CAA Premium
Car Batteries.*

HO-HO-HOLIDAY
Get your home ready to host!

Hosting!

Holiday hosting can be a stressful time for many. Start planning now, so
you can kick back, relax and enjoy the festivities with family and friends.
From preparing your kitchen for the big dinner to updating your home
decor to create a cozy holiday atmosphere, CAA Rewards partners are
there for you.
Here a few helpful tips to get you on the path to a great holiday season.
1. Focus on main areas. Don’t worry about organizing every room in
your house. Focus on the main areas of your home that your guests
will be spending their time in – the front porch, entryway, kitchen,
living room and bathrooms. Do a quick declutter of extra items,
spruce the areas up with some festive decor and you’re ready to
host!
2. Use seasonal scents. Nothing says the holidays more than the
smell of balsam, peppermint or cinnamon and cloves throughout
your home. Place holiday scented candles throughout your home,
or make a simmer pot on your stovetop with water, orange slices,
cranberries and cinnamon sticks.**
3. Set the table. Create a festive tablescape and impress your
guests! Build your holiday theme with coordinating tablecloths,
runners, place cards and dinnerware. Finish the whole look off with
some fresh, seasonal blooms.

SAVE WITH CAA
REWARDS PARTNERS
AND GET YOUR HOME
HOLIDAY-READY!

Save an extra 5% off
in-store and online.*

Save an extra 5% in-store.*

Save 20% and earn 5% in CAA Dollars.*

Save an extra 5% in-store.*

4. Prepare for house guests. Freshen up the guest room for
overnight guests. Make sure you have plenty of clean towels,
blankets and pillows, as well as extra toiletries, to make them feel
right at home.
Save up to 20% in-store and online.*

*Terms and conditions apply. All offers are subject to change without notice.
** Reminder: never leave candles or items of your stove unattended.

EAT,
DRINK
&

Be Merry

Whether you want to cook at home or order in, our CAA Rewards dining partners can help make
your meal times stress-free and relaxing.
SHOW YOUR CAA CARD AND SAVE 10%

For mobile app and
web orders only.

MORE DELICIOUS SAVINGS FOR CAA MEMBERS AT

Same-Day Grocery Delivery

*Terms and conditions apply. All offers are subject to change without notice.

HOLIDAY

Staycation,
WITH CAA!

“Oh, there’s no place like home for the holidays…”
– and your CAA card can make your holiday
staycation even sweeter! Visit some of CAA’s
attractions and entertainment partners located in
your own city and show your CAA Membership
card to save. This season, you really can’t beat
home sweet home!

Oh, WHAT FUN IT IS!

Need some last-minute gift ideas? CAA Rewards is there for you.

Save $20 online or
at CAA Stores

Exclusive discounts
on movie tickets
at CAA Stores

Exclusive discounts
on movie tickets
at CAA Stores

Save 10% on
merchandise online or at
the retail store

Planning a family ski outing this winter? Save on winter fun with CAA Rewards partners.

Save 15% on lift tickets

Save 10% on winter
adventure packages

Save 15% on lift tickets

Use the all-new CAA Mobile App while shopping and take advantage
of savings and discounts available from all of our Rewards partners.

Download the app today!
*Terms and conditions apply. All offers are subject to change without notice.
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12 DAYS
- of -

Giveaways
Coming December 7-18, 2020
Get set for the 12 Days of CAA Giveaways
Back again this season with more prizes, more fun and all the
wonderful magic of holidays past! Be sure to visit the website,
sign up for emails and follow us on Facebook
for your chance to WIN daily prizes.

Prizes from CAA Rewards partners including:

caaneo.ca/12days

WINTER FUN

Quintessential

Activities
This Winter
to do
At Home

WE’RE CELEBRATING THE BEST OUR
MULTICULTURAL NATION HAS TO OFFER, RECREATING
SOME FAVOURITE EXPERIENCES AND TRADITIONS
FROM COAST TO COAST TO COAST.

ILLUSTRATION JDAWNINK

by LORA GRADY

All stereotypes aside, winter really is the most Canadian season
of all. Across the country, there are so many rich traditions
observed between fall and spring. From the first snowfall, it’s
hard to resist getting outside to do some activity and then
coming home to warm up with a hot drink. Here’s how to make the
most of your winter from (or at least close to) home this year.
WINTER 2020
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WINTER FUN

WHIP
UP SOME

Beaver
Tails
TRY

outdoor curling
Curling is a classic winter game, and bonspiels are a noted tradition,
usually taking place on weekends and with multiple rounds of curling.
Historically, they were held outside on freshwater ice. So head out to
go hard. No worries if you don’t have equipment on hand—take a DIY
approach with brooms from home, or order some curling stones online
(you can even use food colouring to mark the rings on the surface).
In some cities—Toronto, for example—you can book a sheet of ice for
curling that’s equipped for up to eight players.

CANADIAN COVERAGE
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No Canadian winter is
complete without at
least a few Beaver Tail
pastries. The fried-dough
staple, made with whole
wheat flour, is hand-pulled
to resemble the tail of
a beaver. Happily, you
can fry up your own at
home any time: check
out Vijaya Selvaraju’s
YouTube channel
(youtube.com/vijaya16)
for an easy recipe and
demonstration. Complete
the experience by
setting up a toppings
bar with options like
cinnamon and sugar,
Nutella, maple butter,
whipped cream and
sliced fruit.

Even when you’re vacationing within Canada, OHIP highly recommends supplementary coverage to
help pay costs and services that may not be covered. Visit caaneo.ca/insurance for a quote and details
on a travel insurance plan that’s right for your trip.

PHOTOGRAPHY [CURLING] MATTHEW FASSNACHT/UNSPLASH; [BEAVER TAIL] COURTESY OF VIJAYA SELVARAJU; [SNOWSHOEING] CAVAN/ALAMY
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GO

SNOWSHOEING
Whether you’re a beginner or a pro, going solo or
with the family, snowshoeing can be one of the
most fun and rewarding winter sports. Rent or
buy a pair of snowshoes and tap local knowledge
or do a bit of web research to find adventureready trails close to home. Fresh powder is perfect
for snowshoeing, ideally at least six inches deep.
If you’re setting out for a longer hike, be sure to
take along enough water and snacks for the trail
so you can truly enjoy the peaceful nature.
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WINTER FUN

MAKE SOME

MAPLE
TAFFY
This is one of the
easiest—and most
fun—treats to make
during the winter
months. Recreate the
Québécois sugar shack
tradition by heating
maple syrup to 115°C,
then pouring it in small
rows over clean snow.
The syrup will cool into
a taffy-like consistency,
which you can then roll
up with a Popsicle stick
and enjoy. All you need
is some pure Canadian
maple syrup—which is
available everywhere,
considering we produce
around 80 per cent of the
world’s supply—to make
the experience complete.

THROW A

CanCon festival
A blustery day is the perfect time to throw your own festival in your living room. The best part? You get to choose
all the content. Create a Polaris Prize winners’ playlist and listen to tracks from past winners, including Haviah
Mighty, Lido Pimienta and Tanya Tagaq. For some Canadian comedy, cue up The Baroness von Sketch Show
and Kim’s Convenience or re-watch Schitt’s Creek on Netflix. And be sure to check out the National Film Board’s
Indigenous cinema section online (nfb.ca) to find a catalogue of free content, including Cree director Alexandra
Lazarowich’s 2019 short film Lake, a contemporary portrait of Métis women net fishing in northern Alberta.
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WATCH THE

PHOTOGRAPHY [SYRUP] BUZZANIMATION/GETTY; [KIM’S CONVENIENCE] COURTESY OF CBC; [VINTAGE TV] ISTOCK.COM/TREKANDSHOOT; [AURORA BOREALIS] RICHARD MCMANUS/GETTY; [DIM SUM] COURTESY OF TRUE NOSH

AURORA
BOREALIS
The spectacular northern
lights are one of the seven
natural wonders of the world,
touted as nature’s laser show.
Folks living in northern
Saskatchewan, the Yukon or
the Northwest Territories
are particularly lucky as
they tend to have the best
spots to view the show, but
occasionally you may be able
to catch a glimpse further
south. If you can’t see the
northern lights from where
you are, visit explore.org and
look up the aurora borealisNorthern Lights live cam in
Churchill, Manitoba, where
you can watch the aurora
borealis in action.

TAKE A

dim sum
cooking class
Get ready for the best brunch ever when you sign up for an
online dim sum class with Renée Chan, registered dietitian and
owner of True Nosh Company Ltd. in Vancouver (truenosh.com).
Learn to make dishes like egg tarts, an authentic Chinese dessert,
via live stream. When you sign up, you’ll receive the recipe so you
can prep ingredients and supplies beforehand. Chan also shares
traditions and teaches participants some Chinese words and
phrases. You can also book a private live-stream cooking
class, either one-on-one or with other pals tuning in. For recipe
videos you can follow any time, check out Hot Thai Kitchen,
where Vancouver chef Pailin Chongchitnant demonstrates
how to make such dishes as pork belly stew, garlic noodles and
Chinese doughnuts (youtube.com/pailinskitchen).

DISCOUNTS TO KEEP
YOU CONNECTED

The Source has the latest top-brand tech like tablets, charging and smart home items to help you
stay connected with loved ones, stay ahead with online classes or stay powered up for a how-to video
binge. CAA Members get discounts up to 20% off regular priced items at The Source. Plus, go to
caaneo.ca/rewards for more great CAA offers!
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BHANGRA
DANCING
Learn a routine from
Gurdeep Pandher, whose
joyful videos of bhangra
dancing—a lively folk
dance that originated
in the Punjab region
of India—in the Yukon
wilderness have gone
viral. Last spring, he
started offering online
dance classes (gurdeep.ca)
so that even those of
us living a little further
south can learn, too.
Each class is pay-whatyou-can, and Pandher
donates 25 per cent of the
proceeds to causes related
to Covid-19 and mental
health. Clear some space
in the house to learn
a routine, or take a cue
from Pandher’s viral
videos and dance outside
in the snow.
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LEARN

WINTER FUN

HAVE AN

icewine
tasting
Icewine, a sweet wine
made from grapes left
to freeze naturally on
the vine, is a flavourful
highlight of the season.
The Niagara Peninsula is
famous for its offerings,
many of which are
available for order
online. Try the options
from the family-owned
Ice House Winery; their
2017 Signature Series
Vidal Icewine recently
won the 2020 Monde
Selection Gold Medal.
Hosting a tasting is
easy to do via video
chat, no matter where
friends are. Have
everyone purchase
the same bottles to
sample together and
compare notes about
your faves.

WHEN YOU’RE READY
Speak to a CAA Travel Expert
who can help plan a great
Canadian adventure.
Go to caaneo.ca/travel
for more details.

ORGANIZE A

pond hockey tournament
Grab your helmet, shin pads, gloves and family, and head out to a local
spot in nature where you can lace up your skates and slap the puck around
together. Some of the most exciting games have taken place on natural ice,
from the Alberta Pond Hockey Championships to New Brunswick’s World
Pond Hockey Championships. Frozen ponds and other natural bodies of
water can be found in most provinces—just be sure the ice is at least
20 centimetres thick for safety. You can also rent an ice rink from companies
like Center Ice Rinks (centericerinks.com), or if you’re feeling especially
handy, try crafting a rink in your own backyard.
WINTER 2020
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SENIOR DRIVING

Age of
Independence
WHY THERE’S A GROWING PUSH TO
MAKE SURE CANADIANS CAN KEEP DRIVING SAFELY
WELL INTO THEIR GOLDEN YEARS
by ANDREW RAVEN
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HEALTH
CHALLENGES

A COUPLE OF YEARS AGO,

Mary Mills, an 81-year-old retiree
from Hamilton, Ontario, found
herself taking a driving test for
the first time in decades.
The exam was part of a
McMaster University program to
improve the behind-the-wheel
skills of older drivers. Researchers
placed cameras inside Mills’ car
and sent the former journalist on
a 15-minute tour of Hamilton.
The aim: to see how she performed
and give feedback on her mistakes,
of which, it turned out, there
were a few.
Once, Mills forgot to fully scan
an intersection before turning.
A couple of times, she failed to
check her mirrors. In all, researchers
counted nine oversights. “Most
of the mistakes I could see

“Driving is a gateway to living in
our society,” says Brenda Vrkljan, a
professor at McMaster’s School of
Rehabilitation Science, who led
the study in which Mills was involved.
Vrkljan lists just a few of the benefits
for seniors: “To get out into their
community, to live life, to participate
in all the things that they enjoy.”
By 2040, there will be more than
10 million seniors in Canada, up
from 2 million in 1980, according to
Statistics Canada. While people over
65 are involved in more collisions
per kilometre than any other group
except young male drivers, that
doesn’t justify the widespread
perception that seniors are unsafe
behind the wheel, experts say.
“Older adults are often unfairly
labelled as bad drivers,” says Gary
Naglie, the chief of medicine at

PHOTOGRAPHY STOCKSY/SONG ABOUT SUMMER

Older adults are often unfairly labelled
as bad drivers. But they are less
likely to do things like drinking and
driving. They are less likely to speed or
disobey road signs. And they’re more
likely to self-limit their driving.”
immediately in the video,” says
Mills, a CAA Member, who found
the session extremely helpful.
The McMaster study was part
of a wider push by governments,
health care professionals and
road safety advocates to keep
Canadians driving safely for as long
as possible. Experts say the efforts
are crucial in a country with an
aging population and cities largely
designed around the automobile.

Baycrest, a Toronto hospital and
research centre focused on aging.
“They are less likely to do things like
drinking and driving. They are less
likely to speed or disobey road signs.
And they’re more likely to self-limit
their driving.”
As people grow older, they do
become more prone to medical
conditions that can affect their
ability to drive, he says (see “Health
Challenges,” at right).

Senior drivers are more prone to
medical conditions that affect their
ability to drive safely. Here are the
most common issues.

DEMENTIA
In the early stages
of the disease, many
people can continue
to drive safely. But
as the condition
progresses, it can
lead to cognitive and
physical changes that
make being behind
the wheel dangerous.
Doctors recommend
patients with
dementia undergo an
assessment by
an occupational
therapist to determine
if they’re fit to drive.

GLAUCOMA
Often caused by
abnormally high
pressure in the eye,
it can lead to a loss of
peripheral vision.
While that can’t be
reversed, medication,
combined with regular
checkups, can halt or
slow the degradation.

MACULAR
DEGENERATION
Common in people
over 50, it can reduce
central vision. Some
types of macular
degeneration respond
better to treatment
than others. Experts
recommend regular
checks by an eye
doctor, who will
determine if sufferers
can still drive safely.

GLARE SENSITIVITY
As we age, we can
become more sensitive
to bright light. To
counteract that,
experts recommend
wearing quality

sunglasses on
especially bright days.
(Just remember to take
them off as soon as the
sun sets.) At night, to
avoid being blinded by
oncoming cars, look
to the right side of the
road as vehicles pass,
focusing on the lane
markings to stay on
track. Once the coast is
clear, look ahead of you
again.

HEARING LOSS
Very common in people
over 65, it can make
it hard to hear horns,
bicycle bells and other
sounds critical to
safe driving. Doctors
recommend senior
drivers have regular
hearing tests and, if
necessary, invest in
hearing aids.

ARTHRITIS
The disease can
result in a loss of
muscle and range
of motion, making it
difficult to grasp the
steering wheel, apply
the brakes and perform
blind spot checks.
Arthritis can also slow
reaction times. People
suffering from severe
pain and those with
a very limited range
of motion should
not drive, says the
Canadian Medical
Association. But some
of those conditions
can be overcome with
in-car driving aids. An
occupational therapist
can also help those
with severe arthritis
modify and improve
their driving technique.
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TIME FOR AN INSURANCE REVIEW?
As your age and driving needs change, make
sure you still have the right insurance coverage.
Speak to a CAA Auto Insurance agent today to review
your policy, even if it’s with another carrier.
Go to caaneo.ca/insurance for details.

EXTEND
YOUR
RANGE
As you age,
try these tips to
stay safe behind
the wheel
STAY ACTIVE
Research shows
that seniors who
are physically fit are
less prone to being
in collisions, says
Gary Naglie, a
Toronto geriatrician.

MANAGE
YOUR MEDICAL
CONDITIONS
Work with your doctor
to manage medical
conditions that may
affect your driving.
Going for regular
vision and hearing
checks is also key.

Perhaps one of the greatest challenges is the
rising tide of cognitive disorders. By 2038, the
Alzheimer’s Society of Canada estimates that
1.1 million Canadians will be suffering from
dementia, and many, say experts, will continue
to drive. Naglie says people with progressive
dementia will, however, reach a point when they
must stop driving.
But not all medical conditions spell the end of
a senior’s driving career. By working with their
doctors to manage things like vision changes and
hearing loss, seniors can stay behind the wheel
longer, Naglie says (see “Extend Your Range,” at left).
Older adults may also benefit from a refresher
driving course, Vrkljan says. While the idea may
rankle some seniors, she says it’s no different
from taking a golf or tennis lesson. “We develop a
lot of bad habits over a lifetime of driving,” says
Vrkljan, who, with the help of seniors like Mills,
developed a refresher course for older adults.
“But we are capable of changing with age. We
can improve,” she says reassuringly.
Still, there will likely come a time when all
of us will eventually have to give up our keys.

In Canada, Naglie says most families aren’t
prepared for the tough conversations that come
with what experts call “driving cessation.” But
especially for patients with dementia, the sooner
those conversations happen, the smoother the
transition will be to life after driving, studies
suggest. As part of that discussion, Naglie says it’s
crucial for families to develop a well-thought-out

UNDERSTAND
YOUR MEDICATION.
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BACK TO BASICS
Looking to sharpen your driving skills? Here are a few things you can do.

START WITH RESEARCH

SEE AN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

Go online to caa.ca/
seniors-2 and take the
10-minute driving selfassessment. It will flag
any areas that might need
improvement.

TAKE A REFRESHER COURSE

These medical professionals, sometimes in tandem
with a driving instructor, can take you out on the road,
evaluate your skills and give you feedback designed to
make you a better driver. These evaluations are usually
done through government-sanctioned rehabilitation
centres. You can find a list of those locations at
mto.gov.on.ca/english/safety/functional-assessmentcentres.html.

Many driving schools
across Canada offer both
theory and practical
lessons tailored to seniors.

In non-pandemic times, mature motorists can also attend
one of CAA’s CarFit clinics where an expert will evaluate
how well drivers and their cars work together. For more
information, visit caa.ca/seniors-2/carfit.

PHOTOGRAPHY [WOMAN] GETTY IMAGES/JOSE LUIS PELAEZ INC;
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Commonly
prescribed drugs,
such as tranquilizers,
sleeping pills and
even over-the-counter
antihistamines, can
cause everything
from blurred vision
to drowsiness.
Also, while some
medications may be
safe on their own,
they can cause
problems when
combined with other
drugs. Talk to your
doctor about how your
medications could
impact your skills
behind the wheel.

We develop a lot of bad
habits over a lifetime
of driving. But we are
capable of changing with
age. We can improve.”
transportation plan. “Telling someone they
can’t drive and then saying, ‘See you,’ is a terrible
thing to do,” he says.
Life after a licence isn’t the end of the world,
say some senior drivers. Mills, the Hamilton
retiree, is planning to give up her car once the
Covid-19 pandemic ends.
Her decision is largely a financial one; Mills
says it will save her hundreds of dollars a month.
Still, her friends and family were incredulous
that she’d voluntarily give up her vehicle.
“Here in North America there is such an
obsession with the car,” she says. “People thought
I was crazy.”
Mills is looking forward to post-car life. She
plans to rely on a steady stream of public transit
and ride-sharing services to get around Hamilton.
And most importantly, she’ll no longer have to
contend with snow-covered roads.
“I never liked driving in the winter. So, I thought,
‘Why am I doing this?’”

For more resources and information, go to
caa.ca/seniors-2

TIME OF
RENEWAL
If you’re over 80,
you need to
renew your licence
every two years
in Ontario.
Here’s how the
process works.

1.

The province
will send you a
licence renewal
form when you
turn 80—and
every two years
thereafter. (Note
that there may
be some changes
to this schedule
due to Covid-19.)

2.

Once you
receive the
renewal form,
book an
appointment
for a licence
renewal session
at one of
125 locations
across the
province.

3.

On the day of your
appointment, you’ll:
• take a vision test
• join other seniors for a
45-minute refresher on
traffic laws
• complete a short in-class
exercise meant to test
your mental acuity
• undergo a review of
your driving record

4.

If everything
goes well, take
the test results
to a Service
Ontario location
and renew your
licence. (Check
online to see if
there are any inperson protocols
due to Covid-19.)

5.

If there are any
issues raised in the
in-class exercise or
the review of your
driving record,
you may need to
take a road test or
see your physician
and submit
additional medical
information.
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Road Ready
WINTER WEATHER IS ON ITS WAY, AND NO MATTER
HOW LONG YOU’VE BEEN DRIVING, EVERYONE
CAN USE A FEW NEW TIPS AND REMINDERS. KEEP
READING FOR A REFRESHER ON HOW TO SAFELY
STEER OUT OF A SKID, GET YOUR VEHICLE READY
FOR THE SEASON AND MUCH MORE.
by MARK RICHARDSON and CRAIG MOY
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WINTER DRIVING GUIDE

WHAT DOES
IT MEAN?
We break down the
many descriptions for
snow conditions
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PAVEMENT FROST
A buildup of frost that
reduces braking power

CAUTION AHEAD

Ice? Snow? Slush? When the mercury drops,
be ready for any road condition with these tips.

Fluffy but dangerous

When road markings are
obscured, slow down and
leave lots of stopping
distance. Always clear snow
from your vehicle, including
the roof (as a courtesy to the
cars behind you). Clean off
your hood, lights, mirrors
and windows.
Frozen out

Ice is often plentiful at
intersections where vehicles
brake and accelerate. It’s
also likely to form on bridges
because the cool air beneath
the span freezes the water
on its upper surface. Slow
down and leave extra room
for stopping.
Hidden hazard

Black ice is just like
regular ice but more

difficult to spot—it’s “black”
because the ice is clear
and you can see the
asphalt below. Watch for
a sheen on the road surface
and prepare to drive as you
would on ice.

Move over

Slippery when wet

Fog alert

Freezing rain can make
conditions so dicey that
it’s sometimes safest to
pull off the highway and
wait. If you must drive, be
sure you have good winter
tires and wiper blades, plus
plenty of wiper fluid.

As with falling snow or
freezing rain, if you run
into fog, use your fog lights
(if you have them) or your
headlights’ low beams.
High beams will magnify
the snow and fog and
reduce your visibility.

Stay back

Watch for wildlife

If you find yourself
behind a snowplow, be
grateful the road is being
cleared and be patient.
Don’t try to overtake it, as
this can be dangerous.

Animals will often wander
near winter roadways,
drawn by the salt and other
debris thrown up by cars.
Keep an eye out for signs
warning of wildlife.

If you see emergency
vehicles, including tow
trucks, slow down and, if
possible, give them extra
space by moving into the
adjacent lane.

DRIFTING SNOW
Blowing snow due to winds;
may cause snow to stick
to road surfaces and
lower visibility
SWIRLING SNOW
Snow that’s circling on
road surfaces; caused by
wind and traffic
LOOSE SNOW
Less than 8 cm of
unpacked flakes covering
the driving surface
HEAVY SNOW
More than 8 cm of denser
snow that can cause problems
when stopping or passing
SNOW PACKED
The entire road is coated in
densely packed snow
SNOWDRIFTS
Small peaks of snow at
intermittent intervals
VISIBILITY REDUCED
Drivers can see less than
800 metres ahead

SAVE ON AUTO INSURANCE
Pay less with pay-as-you-drive
auto insurance. Learn more
about CAA MyPace™ at
caaneo.ca/caamypace.
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HOW TO DRIVE SMARTER

Essential strategies for smarter driving on wintry roads
4. Snow and ice can affect your stopping
distance. Leave more space than you
normally would between your own
vehicle and the car ahead of you, and
use turn signals well in advance to alert
drivers around you.

2. Plan your trip in advance. Allow extra
time for travel and let others know your
route and ETA.

5. Focus on smooth braking and steering
in slippery conditions. If you jerk the
wheel or slam the brakes, your tire treads
could lose traction and you’ll start sliding.

3. Turn on lights. Most cars are equipped
with daytime running lights, but that
may not include your full headlights
and/or tail lights. Manually turn on
lights, especially with shorter days and
reduced visibility.

6. Don’t crowd the plow. While it is legal
to pass snowplows, always give operators
room to work in order to prevent
collisions and get roads cleared faster.
Plows can impact visibility by scattering
loose snow, so it’s best to slow down, stay

ROAD READY
Get more with these
CAA Rewards partners

WE’RE HERE TO HELP
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PIRELLI TIRES
Always drive with winter tires in
snowy weather. Pirelli’s technology
ensures safety and comfort.
Get up to 125 CAA Dollars with the
purchase of four Pirelli tires.

back and wait for the plow to move aside
before attempting a pass. Plow operators
are trained to move over and let traffic
pass when safe.
7. Always slow down at intersections and
pay special attention in school zones.
8. Slow down around emergency
vehicles—it’s the law. Where possible,
move to the far left lane to give operators
room to work safely.
9. Driving educators can teach you
smarter driving strategies, like threshold
braking, steering techniques and how to
get out of a skid. Consider brushing up
on your skills at a driving school.

NAPA AUTO PARTS
Cold, ice and snow can degrade
the rubber in your wiper blades.
Replace them every six
months at NAPA. Save 10% on
regular-price products.

AARS GARAGES
Oil is your vehicle’s lifeblood, which
is why you should get regular oil
changes at a CAA Approved Auto
Repair Services facility.
You’ll earn 3% in CAA Dollars.

To contact CAA for roadside assistance, call 1-800-CAA-HELP (1-800-222-4357) or send a
request through the CAA Mobile App, which you can download for free at caaneo.ca/app.
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1. Check weather and travel conditions
before heading out, and drive
accordingly. If conditions are poor, stay
off the roads—in truly foul weather,
CAA’s own emergency roadside service
vehicles may not be able to reach you
until things clear up.

WINTER DRIVING GUIDE

HOW TO STEER OUT OF A SKID
Getting a grip on a slippery situation

IF YOU DRIVE IN THE WINTER, you’ve likely experienced at least one skid in your motoring lifetime.
Even high-tech features like all-wheel drive and electronic stability control cannot completely guarantee
that your vehicle won’t lose traction on an icy road. The good news is that recovering from a skid is
relatively straightforward. Just remain calm and follow these steps.

KNOW YOUR SKID

MOVE YOUR FEET

WATCH OUT

There are two main
types of skid…

This depends on how you
got into the skid.

Look where you want to go,
as you’re more apt to steer in
that direction—rather than into
a hazard you’d prefer to avoid.

Brake Too Hard?
Take your foot off the brake.
Your tires need to start rolling
again to regain traction.

Front-Wheel
Front tires lose traction due to
excessive speed or hard braking
through a corner—so the vehicle
turns less than you intend.
Also called an understeer skid.

GIVE YOURSELF A HAND
Stay calm and make small,
controlled steering adjustments;
otherwise, you risk over-correcting.
Accelerate Too Fast?
Ease off the gas pedal (but don’t
brake). Your tires need to spin less
quickly to regain traction.

Rear-Wheel
Also known as an oversteer
skid—and more common to
rear-wheel-drive vehicles. Back
tires lose grip when turning and
the tail end drifts sideways.

PREVENTIVE MEASURES
SLOW DOWN and be aware of
road conditions. After a snowfall,
ice can form at intersections
due to vehicles braking
and accelerating.

Save the Manual
If you’re in a manual transmission
vehicle, disengage the clutch to
take power from the drive wheels
—but, as above, don’t brake.

Front-Wheel

Rear-Wheel

Turning when the
skid started?
Ease off gas and
straighten front
wheels. When
traction returns,
steer gently in
the direction you
want to go.

Look and steer
where you want
to go. As tires
regain grip
and vehicle
straightens out,
counter-steer
slightly to avoid
fishtailing.

/ Follow these tips to reduce your chances of skidding.

ANTICIPATE curves, turns and
lane changes. Steer smoothly
and precisely, with your hands
on the wheel at the 9 and 3
o’clock position.

PUT WINTER TIRES on all four
of your vehicle’s rims. Winter
tires are designed to offer better
traction when temperatures dip
below 7°C.

DON’T DEPEND on your
vehicle’s high-tech components,
like anti-lock brakes or all-wheel
drive, to keep you from skidding
or bail you out.
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Don’t get
caught out
in the cold.
A battery boost is just a temporary fix.
CAA’s Mobile Battery Service will deliver and
install a premium battery, wherever and whenever
you need it – and only if you need it! All CAA
Batteries have North America-wide warranty.

Find out if your battery is ready for the
worst of conditions.
Book your appointment today: 1-800-222-4357
Visit: caaneo.ca/automotive/battery-service
*Available in Ottawa, Thunder Bay, Sudbury and North Bay.

News / Initiatives / Member Exclusives

HOLIDAY
CHEER
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Head to your nearest
CAA Store to find the
perfect gift for your loved
ones—or yourself! These
Member Exclusive products
are sure to make the
recipient feel extra special,
all winter long.
See page 46 for details.
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insider: club news

What’s New at CAA NEO
DECK THE HALLS

Roadside Service,
Right to
Your Phone

EXPLORE A WINTER
WONDERLAND
Enjoy Ontario’s wintry landscapes with peace
of mind when you have CAA Travel Insurance.
The CAA-owned company makes accessing
emergency medical assistance easier than ever when
you’re on the road. It’s now the first travel insurer
to offer in-province Virtual Emergency Medical
Assistance. CAA Travel Insurance is enhancing its
Multi-Trip Annual Plans and Multi-Trip Annual
Vacation Package Plans with the new service, which
can be used while travellers are in their home
province of Ontario. For more information or to get
a complimentary quote, call 1-800-267-8713.

CREATIVE BOOST
CAA Member Josh Rachlis’ sister Diana enjoyed CAA North & East Ontario’s recent colouring contest
so much that he sent in a photo of her with her finished masterpiece. Diana has Parkinson’s disease,
and Josh said the contest helped her to relax and stay positive. While Diana didn’t win, she did receive
a free CAA gift, including a colouring book and Disney gift card for $100 USD. Upon receiving the gift,
Josh says his sister exclaimed, “Wow, that’s even better than winning!”
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Stuck on the side
of the road?
There’s an app for that,
and it’s newly relaunched!
The CAA Mobile App lets
you request CAA’s
emergency roadside
service, all at the swipe
of a fingertip. No fuss, no
muss—and no waiting
on hold. It’s perfect for those
snowy days when everyone
needs a tow. Plus, track your
service request all the way
to arrival. Download the
CAA Mobile App, now
available for iPhone, iPad
and Android users, at the
Apple App store or Google
Play. Visit caaneo.ca/app
to download.
PHOTOGRAPHY [ROAD} ISTOCK.COM/CUNFEK

Don’t miss
out on the
12 Days of CAA
Giveaways!
CAA North & East
Ontario’s annual
contest is back
again and better
than ever. The
action kicks off
on December 7,
2020, and runs
until December
18, 2020, featuring
more fabulous and
festive giveaways
from CAA and its
many partners.
Be sure to like and
follow the Club’s
Facebook page to
get in on all the fun
at facebook.com/
CAANEO.
No social media?
No problem!
Play online at:
caaneo.ca/12days.
Good luck!

insider: quiz

How
CAA-Savvy
Are You?
Test your knowledge of Canada’s oldest
and largest member-based organization
to find your level of CAA expertise!
1. CAA is…

a A member-based provider of
emergency roadside service.
b A full-service travel agency.
c An auto and home insurance
company.
d All of the above (and more!).
2. CAA’s Roadside Assistance
covers:

a My car.
b Me, no matter what vehicle
I’m in/on (including bikes
and motorcycles).
c My neighbour’s car.
d Me on a Jet Ski at the
cottage.
3. CAA’s RV Membership covers:

a Mobile homes only.
b Mobile homes and
tent trailers.
c Mobile homes, boat trailers,
ATV trailers and more.
d Only RVs that have been
featured in major motion
pictures.
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4. Which of the following is
not a true statement about
CAA’s Mobile Battery Service?

a CAA’s Mobile Battery Service
will deliver and install a
premium battery.
b The service is available
in Ottawa, Thunder Bay,
Sudbury and North Bay.
c The service is available only
to CAA Premier Members.
d All CAA batteries have a
North America–wide warranty.

5. Show your card at
CAA Travel stores to receive:

a Free hand sanitizer.
b Special CAA Membersonly discount of 15% off
all merchandise, plus free
TourBooks® and travel guides.
c A CAA-branded shopping
bag for all of your purchases.
d A brand-new car battery.
6. CAA Insurance offers
coverage for:

a Only old cars.
b Travel, but only in Canada
and the continental U.S.
c Auto, property, life, health
and dental, and travel.
d Those over the age of 65.
7. Which of the following
statements about CAA
Membership is true?

a You cannot add a family
member who lives with you
to your CAA Membership.
b You can add a family member
as an Associate Member but
only when you sign up.
c Associate Members do not
receive the same services as
Primary Members.
d You can add a family member
who lives with you as an
Associate Member at any time.
8. CAA Travel does not offer
the following services:

a Friendly and knowledgeable
travel-planning services,
available virtually at
caaneo.ca/travel/stores

and over the phone at
1-800-267-8713.
b Chaperoning services for all
sizes of tour groups.
c Free passport photos for CAA
Plus and Premier Members
(available at minimal cost for
Classic Members).
d TourBooks®, travel guides
and online TripTiks®
designed to help your
travels go smoothly.
9. CAA advocates:

a On issues of concern to its
Members, including road
safety, the environment,
mobility, infrastructure and
consumer protection.
b On issues pertaining only
to the towing industry.
c For greater oversight of the
travelling public.
d For more celebrity gossip.
10. As a CAA Member, I can:

a Access emergency
roadside service anywhere
in Canada and the
continental U.S. (including
Alaska and Hawaii).
b Get peace of mind with a
range of insurance options
designed to protect me, my
most valuable assets and my
overall financial well-being.
c Save money instantly and
earn CAA Dollars® when I
present my CAA Membership
card at thousands of
participating CAA Rewards®
partner locations.
d All of the above.

ANSWERS
How well do you know
your CAA Club? Give
yourself a point for every
question you answered
correctly using the
answer key below!
1. D 3. C 5. B 7. D 9. A
2. B 4. C 6. C 8. B 10. D
King of the Road
(8–10 POINTS)

Congratulations! You’ve
made the most of your
CAA Membership. When
it comes to being a CAA
Member, you’re a certified
expert on everything your
CAA Club offers, from
exceptional emergency
roadside service to travel
and insurance services,
Member savings and more!

Knowledgeable Navigator
(6–8 POINTS)

You might need a map
to navigate CAA’s many
offerings, but you’re well on
your way to understanding
how you can maximize
your CAA Membership.
Visit caaneo.ca to discover
all that CAA North & East
Ontario can offer you!

Mellow Motorist
(4–6 POINTS)

You’re not stuck at the
side of the road, but you
could definitely use a
boost. Up your knowledge
of CAA and what it does
for Members—from
advocating on their behalf
to helping them on the
road and beyond—by
visiting caaneo.ca.

Student Driver
(UNDER 4 POINTS)

You might be new to
CAA or not yet a Member.
Either way, it’s time to
find out just what Canada’s
oldest and largest memberbased organization is all
about. Visit caaneo.ca
to get started on your
CAA journey.
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insider: automotive

WHAT TO DO
IN A TRAFFIC
ACCIDENT

Although highly
preventable, car accidents
are unfortunately
incredibly common.
Here’s what to do if you’re
involved in one.
REMAIN CALM
Check for injuries first,
and if there are any,
call 911. If the collision is
minor, turn on your hazard
lights and move to a
safe location.

EXCHANGE INFORMATION
Exchange your contact
information and documents
with the other driver(s)
involved, including licence,
insurance and registration.

MAKE NOTES
Write down or use your
phone to take pictures of
your car, the intersection
and surroundings,
and make sure to get
the contact information
of any witnesses.

MAKE CALLS

BUMPER STICKERS
by ANDREW SHELDON

BUMPER STICKERS. Some people love them,
some people loathe them. But nobody can
argue that they aren’t everywhere. So how did
these ubiquitous pieces of advertising come
about, and how have they managed to last
the test of time?
In the horse-drawn-carriage era, companies
printed the name of their business on horsefly
nets. In the 1930s and 1940s, bumper sticker
precursors arrived: metal or cardboard signs
wired to chrome bumpers. Using a windowshield decal was another option: these paper
strips could be wetted and placed inside a
car window, but they didn’t hold up well on
chrome bumpers.
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Enter the Second World War. Investments in
material manufacturing led to the development
and production of adhesive-backed paper
strips. This, combined with the increased use
of vinyl in consumer products after the war,
led to the bumper sticker as we know it. Some
experts credit silkscreen printer Forest P. Gill
of Kansas City with the development of the
original bumper sticker. He recognized that the
self-adhesive paper used during the war could
be used to promote products.
While bumper stickers have fallen in and
out of fashion in recent decades, one thing
remains the same: the bumper sticker is here
to stay. Honk if you agree!

CALL CAA!
If you have a CAA
Membership and need
a tow, dial CAA at
1-800-CAA-HELP
(1-800-222-4357).
Remember that in Ottawa,
tow trucks are not allowed
within 100 metres of a
collision unless they have
been called by you, your
insurance company
or the police.

KEEPING YOU SAFE
Find out all about CAA
Auto Insurance’s great
coverage, outstanding claims
services and competitive
rates. Visit caaneo.ca/
insurance/autoinsurance
for more information.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF

If the accident is not an
emergency, call the local
police for instructions.
Call your auto insurance
agent to notify them
of the incident.

“

insider: caa store

CAA’S TOP PICKS

FOR A HEALTHIER HOLIDAY SEASON
Be prepared for cold and flu season with these CAA Member Exclusive products,
available at your nearest CAA Store. CAA Members always save 15%*
on regular luggage and travel accessories and get access to exclusive pricing
on Member Exclusive products.

1. Sanitary Key

Limit your contact with
high-touch items, such as
door and drawer handles,
with the acrylic Sanitary
Key. Small enough to fit in a
wallet, purse or fanny pack,
the key can also be used to
press buttons or keypads,
and can also be easily
attached to some keyrings
for portability.
MEMBER EXCLUSIVE
PRICE: $5.00
REGULAR PRICE:

$9.95

2. Brightsafe
Face Mask

Anti-germ. Anti-spray.
Anti-dust. Anti-smog.
Breathe a little easier with
the Brightsafe Face Mask.
It is hand and machine
washable, with antibacterial
properties that remain
effective even after
50 washes. It also features
adjustable ear loops, for
added comfort.
MEMBER EXCLUSIVE
PRICE: $5.00
REGULAR PRICE:

$19.95

3. Travelon’s Portable
UV Sanitizer Box

Get Travelon’s Portable UV
Sanitizer Box and you’ll
ensure that your things are

THANK YOU
FOR TRUSTING
IN CAA!

germ-free when you need
them. More convenient
than cleaning with soap
and water, UV light kills
bacteria, fungi and viruses.
Perfect for sanitizing mobile
phones, credit cards,
masks, keys, key fobs
and more!

1

MEMBER EXCLUSIVE
PRICE: $35.OO
REGULAR PRICE:

2

$60.95

4. Collapsible
Silicone Water Bottle

Made for adventurers
of all stripes, from rural
day-trippers to urban
enthusiasts, this collapsible
water bottle is non-toxic
and made from BPA-free
silicone. Leaving no taste
or odour, the bottle ensures
that you stay well hydrated
wherever you go.

4

MEMBER EXCLUSIVE
PRICE: $20.00
REGULAR PRICE:

$20.95

Check out the special
CAA Holiday Gift
Guide in this issue of
CAA Magazine for free
vouchers, redeemable
at your nearest CAA
Store. For store locations,
visit caaneo.ca/stores.

3

CAA has once again been named the Most Trusted Brand in Canada in the 2020 Gustavson Brand
Trust Index. Tying for first place (with Mountain Equipment Co-op), CAA beat out several hundred other
companies in the annual survey of Canadians. Thank you to CAA’s 6.5 million Members, including more
than 300,000 in North & East Ontario, for placing your trust in us!

*Terms and conditions apply. Partners and offers are subject to change without notice. Price shown does not include tax. Offer is not available on International Driving Permits, passport photos,
attraction tickets, travel insurance, or travel purchases. Fifteen per cent (15%) discount is not combinable with Member-exclusive products. Must be an active CAA Member to purchase
Member-exclusive products. If you are not a CAA Member, you may purchase these items at Member-exclusive prices along with a non-refundable CAA Membership.
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insider: insurance

Winter driving
is coming.
Do you have the right
car insurance in place?

ROAD TO SAVINGS

How to drive auto insurance savings your way
IF YOU’RE LIKE MOST PEOPLE, you’re always looking for smart ways

to bring down costs—especially on items like insurance.
Happily, CAA Insurance1 has a few ideas about how you can save.
Start with a complimentary
policy review by a licensed
insurance agent.

If you don’t drive a lot,
explore our pay-as-you-go
insurance payment program.

CAA Insurance offers complimentary,
no-obligation policy reviews, which
are available to everyone, regardless
of your current insurer.

CAA MyPace™ is Canada’s only
pay-as-you-drive insurance payment
program, which is ideal for people
who drive less than 9,000 km
annually. You simply pay a base
rate, then buy coverage in 1,000 km
increments. If you’re currently with
another insurer, the savings from
CAA MyPace may be significant
enough to warrant switching midterm.
Plus, you can move to a traditional
CAA Insurance policy with no fees
or penalties at any time.

Discuss the following options
with your insurance agent.
1. Given your current mileage, could
you change your vehicle policy from
daily to pleasure use?
2. How much would you save by raising
your deductible amount slightly?
3. Could you save by bundling your
home and auto insurance?
TIP Bundling your auto and home
insurance through CAA can save you
up to 17.5%2.
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4. Do you have any memberships
that would save you money?
TIP CAA Members save up to 20%2
on auto insurance and get lots of
other valuable benefits.

Don’t miss out on any
rate reductions being offered.
CAA Insurance is currently providing
a 10% rate reduction on all new
CAA auto and home insurance
policies throughout Ontario. And
here’s another easy way to save:
CAA Insurance gives an extra discount
for installing winter tires3!

A complimentary policy
review can show if you’re
getting benefits like what
CAA Auto Insurance offers:
• Forgive and Forget® plan to protect
your rate/good driving record
after your first at-fault accident
• 5% discount for installing
winter tires
• Complimentary CAA Tire
Coverage for bundling home
and auto insurance
• CAA Members enjoy exclusive
savings up to 20% off

For a policy review:

1-800-582-5013
caaneo.ca/insurance
Visit your CAA Store

Ready to find auto insurance savings? Start with a complimentary policy review.
Talk to a licensed CAA Insurance agent.
®/™ CAA trademarks are owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.
1 Auto & Property Insurance and CAA Tire Coverage are underwritten by CAA Insurance Company.
2 To qualify for the discount, you must be a current CAA Member in good standing. (CAA Membership dues
paid in full by membership expiry date.) Eligible CAA Members may qualify to receive a Member Loyalty Discount
based on membership tenure and roadside assistance usage.
3 Underwriting rules apply. Rating applied to vehicles with four (4) winter tires that meet the winter tire designation.
Installation no later than November 20, 2020, and removed no earlier than April 15, 2021.

®Forgive and Forget is a trademark owned by CAA Insurance
Company. (19603-09/20)
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member story
.

A WINTER’S TALE

A CAA Member shares the details of a roadside rescue
that left a lasting impression
by KATELIN DEAN illustration by STEVE SCOTT

Though it seems like an
eternity ago, Sheila Corcoran
vividly remembers last
New Year’s Eve.
She was at her church
to prepare for its year-end
accounting when at about
2 p.m., the pastor came to
her windowless office to
let her know it was snowing
heavily. Corcoran quickly
packed up, cancelled her
evening plans and left
for home.

The weather was a nasty
combination: it was snowing,
hailing and extremely windy.
“I reached the top of a hill
and entered a curved and
semi-blind roadway section
when my van started to slide
to the right. My steering and
braking systems refused to
obey. I angled into the ditch,
inches away from a metal
highway post,” she says.
Corcoran then called
CAA and settled in to wait

for their arrival. Just as a
fire truck pulled over on the
other side of the highway to
see if she needed help, the
CAA truck arrived.
“The CAA guys were
amazing and reassuring,” she
says. “In just a few minutes,
after angling the removal
equipment and hooking it
under my vehicle, I was out
of the ditch.”
The pair from CAA checked
out her vehicle to make sure

there was no damage, then
signalled for traffic to stop
so Corcoran could safely get
back on her way. Though the
highway conditions were still
dicey, she made it home safely.
“I was truly blessed that
New Year’s Eve by the great
and efficient service of CAA,”
Corcoran says.

Have a great CAA story to tell? Send
it to us at caamagazine@caasco.ca,
and you could be featured in an
upcoming issue.

MEMBER SHEILA CORCORAN | FROM WINDSOR, N.S. | MEMBER SINCE 2018
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Blue Berry has
done wonders for
my eyes!
Claudette is a retired secretary. When she was diagnosed with
age-related macular degeneration, she knew she had to do
something. Blue BerryTM was exactly what she was looking for.

I

’ve worked as a secretary my entire life,
and even though I’m retired now, I still
enjoy staying active and reading my daily
newspaper. A few years ago, I noticed
my vision start to suffer. My optometrist
told me I had AMD (age-related macular
degeneration), which is a condition that
gradually can lead to vision loss.

I DIDN’T WANT TO GIVE UP
I started researching AMD, as I was determined to maintain my eyesight. I came
across an article about a product called
Blue BerryTM which explained the benefits of colourful fruit pigments on eye
health. So, I went straight to the pharmacy and bought my first box.

MY OPTOMETRIST WAS IMPRESSED
After a few months of taking Blue Berry,
my optometrist noticed an increase in
optical pigments in my eyes. I was noticing an improvement too, as I was enjoying reading stories to my grandson. I am
thrilled. Blue Berry has done wonders
for my eyes and I highly recommend
this product to anyone wanting to keep
their eyes healthy!”

- Claude

rance

THE SWEDISH SECRET TO HEALTHY EYES
Wild Swedish low bush blueberries are
popular in Sweden when it comes to eye
health. These are small, tasty and so colourful
inside that they colour your hands blue.
When you eat them, it’s this natural color that
benefits the eye’s macular vision center.

@newnordicnorthamerica

Results may vary. Always read and
follow instructions prior to use.

Blue BerryTM has been the no.1
eye supplement in Scandinavia
for two decades. Based on
blueberries and lutein, it provides
high concentrations of carotenoids
(colour pigments) to nourish your
eyes vision center and help maintain
your eyesight, in conditions of
AMD and cataracts.

For Information & Advice:

CALL US:

BB5

1-877-696-6734
ONLINE SHOP:

newnordic.ca
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We’ve increased
the health and
safety protocols
in our clinics!

More than ever, it’s important to
stay healthy and stay connected.
• Look after your hearing health
– it lets you stay close to those
who matter most.
• We have increased our already
strict safety protocols in-clinic to
ensure you and our staff stay safe.

• Our Hearing Care Professionals will
find an innovative hearing solution
that is right for you.

CAA Members save up to 20% on our hearing
technology PLUS more exclusive benefits!*

Book your FREE** hearing test
online at connecthearing.ca/CAA
or call 1.888.486.0177 today.

*Save up to 20% CAA offer is a tiered rebate determined by which level of Sonova Hearing Technology purchased. Offer expires March 31, 2021. Private clients only. Cannot be combined with any other offer, rebate or previous purchase and is non-redeemable for cash. Lyric, BAHA and Econo aids
excluded. See clinic for details. **Free hearing tests are only applicable for customers over 50 years of age. ®CAA trademarks are owned by, and use is authorized by, the Canadian Automobile Association.

